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GWENDOLYN BROOKS
A FIELD SYMPOSIUM

GWENDOLYN BROOKS: A FIELD SYMPOSIUM
It has now been exactly fifty years since the publication of
Gwendolyn Brooks's Annie Allen, which was the first book of po¬
etry by an African-American to be awarded the Pulitzer Prize. It
wasn't Brooks's first book — A Street in Bronzeville appeared in
1945 — and it was nowhere near her last, which we assume we
have not yet seen. At 82, Brooks is still producing powerful
poems, one of the most recent of which, "To an Old Black Woman,
Homeless and Indistinct," appears in Michael S. Harper and An¬
thony Walton's 1994 anthology Every Shut Eye Ain't Asleep.
Readers, critics, and students know Brooks's work, especially
much-anthologized poems like "We Real Cool," which, as two of
our writers remind us, fully deserves its reputation. But there are
other poems, less well known, that poets, African-American and
otherwise, are beginning to read, teach, and call to our attention.
Many readers' knowledge of Brooks is confined to the 1963

Selected Poems, published by Harper and Row. If this symposium
does nothing else, we hope that it will bring our readers to seek
out the more complete volume Blacks, published by Third World
Press. Two of the poems discussed in this symposium appear in

Blacks, but not in the Selected.
But we hope for more than that. As many of these essays em¬
phasize, both directly and indirectly, Gwendolyn Brooks's poems
are rich productions. Several of the writers focus almost exclu¬
sively on a single poem, showing us the richness of tone, the
complexity of craft, the difficult tensions and subtle shades of
meaning that a poem can contain. Some also place the poem
under discussion in the context of Brooks's other work, giving us
a particularly clear sense of her first four books: the two men¬
tioned above. The Bean Eaters (1960), and In the Mecca (1968).
Some, in passing, locate the poems in larger contexts still, giving
us valuable historical and literary background. That Brooks's
work is equally conducive to careful close reading and illuminat¬
ing contextualizing is one measure of her importance for contem¬
porary poets and readers.
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But our primary aim is to celebrate Gwendolyn Brooks. The
three poems by Michael Harper that appear at the close of the
symposium were written on the occasions of her 80th, 81st and
82nd birthdays. Some months past her 82nd, we salute her, and
we salute her work.
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A SONG IN THE FRONT YARD
I've stayed in the front yard all my life.
I want a peek at the back
Where it's rough and untended and hungry weed grows.
A girl gets sick of a rose.
I want to go in the back yard now
And maybe down the alley.
To where the charity children play.
I want a good time today.
They do some wonderful things.
They have some wonderful fun.
My mother sneers, but I say it's fine
How they don't have to go in at quarter to nine.
My mother, she tells me that Johnnie Mae
Will grow up to be a bad woman.
That GeorgeTl be taken to Jail soon or late
(On account of last winter he sold our back gate.)
But I say it's fine. Honest, I do.
And I'd like to be a bad woman, too.
And wear the brave stockings of night-black lace
And strut down the streets with paint on my face.

Thylias Moss
A MEDITATION ON THE FORTUNATE ILLNESS
THAT OCCURS WHEN "A GIRL GETS SICK OF A ROSE"
"A girl [can get] sick of a rose"; she really can, perhaps not
easily if she hasn't yet had a rose (so carry on, you rose-bearing
suitors and apologizers), but if she has, and if that rose is all she's
had — well, and all its rose sisters from the bush, and daughter
bushes, too, for all these components comprise that rose — then
she can get sick of it and all it stands for, all it becomes barrier to,
all to which it limits her, that sick little girl. Maybe what's called
for is the laying on her of hands that don't know roses, that have
been pricked by other things; maybe that's the cure. So here's to
the ability of remedy to be just that, even if it can't prevent fur¬
ther outbreaks of front yard malady, and even if remedy's heroic
purposes depend upon subsequent outbreaks. The poem seems
not to mind its bout of malady, for the idea of cure that the poem
explores is so well doused in delight that the idea alone steals
remedy's purpose and becomes just that.
Assuming that illness must have a cause, and that the nature
of the body is to maintain good health until some agent works
against that idealized nature, then the speaker's becoming "sick
of a rose" in the last line of the first stanza of "a song in the front
yard" is caused by something (a small salvation) working against
a temptation to praise both roses (Sappho, for instance, called the
rose the queen of flowers) and whatever else is deliberately dis¬
played in the front to be the house's face, the house that always
faces forward and provides, in that outlook, the maternallyapproved front-yard location from which this girl conducts both
physical explorations of the front yard and covetous mental ex¬
plorations of the back where there is further access to even less
visible (being less illuminated as alleys are, and being hidden as
alleys are) constituents of the neighborhood. Behind a mask of
such polished front-yard conditions, why wouldn't she sing ... an
expected sweet little ditty?
While the back yard of Brooks' young female speaker offers
access to a less formal and less primly manicured world that
seems liberating to the girl for its being allowed not to go against
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its nature, however wild and improper that nature may seem to
architects of proper front yards, the front yard seems only to mir¬
ror (without the mildly subversive pleasure a parodied mirroring
could suggest) another primly manicured front yard across the
street. This is a rather reverent mirroring, as all along the street,
front yard looks at front yard. The street is arranged. I've as¬
sumed, with the dwellings face-to-face, a similarity no doubt so
striking that it likely extends to a similarity of back yard, with
rear access granted to less-controlled aspects to life, such as inter¬
esting mazes and tanglements. Face-to-face and back-to-back is
the set-up, as the speaker's back yard is probably joined, as mine
was, to the back yard of a house on the next street. The speaker is
quite aware of the front yard's being connected to that which she
comes to consider, through a fortunate illness, an area of greater
possibility for being less refined and less confining. For whereas
an alley becomes available for visitation from the back yard, the
front betrays no sign of possible entrance, despite its connection
to the back, a connection that the presence of rose bushes perhaps
obscures. It is possible to view thorns as transitions from front to
back yard, especially if the rose bushes' placement is such that the
bushes must be passed, the thorns collecting pricking tolls, in
order to go from front to back or back to front. There is payment,
perhaps a blood drop or two, for a journey from one realm to an¬
other, realms joined but with little in common, just as the body's
exterior, its entire dermal face, differs much from the unillumi¬
nated interior where vital processes and organs reside.
In fact, all the poem's vitality occurs in the back yard. In the
back, "hungry weed grows/' "charity children play,” "they do won¬
derful things" and "have some wonderful fun” (all emphasis mine).
This in contrast with the speaker's "staying" in the front yard "all
[her] life," her mother sneering, and the speaker's longing re¬
placing both the back yard's action and the back yard's growth of
both weeds and Johnnie Mae (the only presence in the poem who,
along with George, is accorded a future with "will grow up" and
"will be taken to jail" [emphasis added]). The speaker "wants,"
whereas the charity children do play in the alley and have the fun
that the front yard denies to the speaker, who is unimpressed
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with whatever social division is carefully sculpted by where and
how children are allowed to play. If the speaker was meant to feel
privileged and advantaged by being able to play in the front yard
(apparently alone and isolated as there is no mention of other
front yard children, either because there are none or because they
are invisible to the speaker), consequently becoming a front-yard
ornament as sweet as the roses, then the attempt to finagle this
feeling of superiority has failed, for the perfume of the roses does
not entice her to want that sweetness to filter out the sweat and
heartier air of the back reaches of the "untended" yard. The im¬
portance of maintaining what can be seen in order to influence
how others will judge it is upheld by those who emphasize the
face or front, devoting all resources and energies there, as if only
the face exists. Whatever is behind the face doesn't matter so long
as it adheres to the demarcation of back yard from front yard and
stays out of sight so as not to detract from the front yard's neat
and tended superficiality. The quest for such perfection reveals
much about humanity's discomfort with the authenticity of hu¬
manity's convulsive ways.
This is not to denigrate the front or even to accuse it of falsity,
for both the speaker and the speaker's genuineness are products
of the front yard's discipline. She tries to situate her aspirations in
the back yard, entreating the reader in the first line of the last stan¬
za that, despite her front yard status, she speaks honestly in her
praises of a rear realm unknown to her; but since she "wants a
peek at the back" (emphasis added), evidently she has not yet had
one. She has knowledge of back yard ways, but no experience of
them, so therefore no perception of whatever real danger — she
imagines none — may be part of a back yard undisciplined nature.
She does not perceive threat from this rear nature, does not say
that George stole her back gate, but only that he "sold" it — sold is
a fine rhyming proxy for stole — and will be taken to jail eventu¬
ally (even if his acquisition of the gate was via mystical means or
necessity [the gate taken to reduce dependence on charity, for in¬
stance], and not through the auspices of thievery). But no matter
how she has come by her assessment of the back yard, the speak¬
er is firm and genuine in her opinion: "I say it's fine. Honest, I do."
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She praises the back yard for being what it is. She does not
need to glorify the back or claim that it is somehow equal to the
front. She avoids the appeasement of an equalizing gesture. In¬
stead, she readily acknowledges the badness she knows some¬
how to be there or she would not be protected from it; she seeks
the bad fineness of staying outside past dark when differentiating
between front and back becomes more challenging, when the
scent of the roses, without visual attachment to the thorny bush
of demarcation, can seem to waft not from botanical sources, but
instead from the "bad woman" the speaker would like to become,
wearing "the brave stockings of night-black lace/And strutting]
down the streets with paint on [her] face." The implication here
is that at night, these bad women (and presumably bad men also)
dominate, enlarging their domain, emerging from the back yards
and alleys to claim the streets, the primary venues against which
shades and blinds have been pulled and shut. Daylight washes
away the vitality, drives back night life to unlit regions, shadowy
zones such as alleys, in which night does not give way to light.
The front yard having become after "all [her] life" uninter¬
esting certainly helps the back yard provide whatever the front
yard lacks. The thorns on the rose stems ultimately fail to dimin¬
ish her interest in the back yard, just as after a while the beauty
of the roses fails to compensate for her front-yard inactivity. The
back yard in its increasing appeal becomes beautiful, while the
roses become locked in a hopeless competition with the bold
glamour of bad women who "strut" in contrast to the girl and the
roses, both of whom "stay" in the front yard, immobilized by
their properness, suggesting that movement, any challenge to in¬
ertia, necessarily wounds (often fatally) control. This inactivity,
this lack of life makes the speaker sick. The cure to the sickness,
the "wonderful fun" to be had in the alley, is denied to her. She
does not enjoy anymore, assuming she once did if but for a
minute, her interminable controlled goodness, and sees no reason
to prefer it to the lively badness that prospers in the back yard
where the "hungry weed," in growing, obviously has its hunger
satisfied each time its hunger rises. The speaker, on the other
hand, is starving, needing to be fed a "peek," but being served
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only her mother's sneer, a thoroughly unsuitable antidote to front
yard paradise.
My interest in this girl's preference for badness is meant as
applause, as noisy support and approval. She sings the front
yard's song alone, but the alleys are loud and vigorous; there are
jukeboxes and plenty of dimes that don't tell on where they've
come from. There's a chorus in the alleys. Since I was a girl, I've
loved this poem for recommending mischief, for admiring mis¬
chief even more than I admired it so as not to succumb to the ill¬
ness of boredom when there were so many other illnesses vying
for physical, psychological, and emotional control of me. Admir¬
ing mischief, loving to doubt certainty prevented boredom from
even trying to claim me; there was no opportunity for me to be¬
come sick of a rose, for I knew the wild roses as well as I knew
the cultivated, the tamed and obedient.
A disobedience of particular interest to me occurs in the
structure of Brooks' poem, four stanzas, three of which are neat
quatrains in which the last two lines rhyme. The third stanza,
however, is beautifully wayward, a double quatrain in which the
third and fourth lines as well as the seventh and eighth lines
rhyme. This stanza could easily have been split into two qua¬
trains, ruining the even four-stanza face of the poem by creating
an odd fifth stanza though the regularity of quatrains would be
maintained; that regularity of face would be saved. No matter
which choice was made, the choice would deny a certain smooth¬
ness, a certain perfect disciplined gesture. Something in this
poem refuses to behave perfectly. Something maims it, cripples
perfection. And how fitting that the refusal occurs just where the
speaker is most insistent in her defense of badness; just where she
asserts her rejection of her mother's denigration of the back pop¬
ulation, her mother's displeasure with badness, seeing in it a fine
destination for her dreams. In a single line, the mother sneers,
and the girl contradicts her mother, naming "fine" what the
mother has rejected, wanting to become what the mother has re¬
jected and what the mother makes no attempt to restrict or con¬
trol, accepting (without also accepting the denizens themselves)
that back yard denizens can't be controlled. The mother sings the
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same old song, but the girl rewrites it so it becomes new, and
where it ceases to be a version of the past, where it is not a new
wrinkle in the old. Disobedience gives rise to newness.
While disobedience may not be change's only parent, 1 am
often astonished by what disobedience accomplishes. Perhaps
that is why I encourage disobedience in my sons, both deliber¬
ately and, like the mother in "a song in the front yard," inadver¬
tently. Just so long as disobedience, that heroic remedy, happens.
Yes; fortunately, disobedience happens.
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WHEN YOU HAVE FORGOTTEN SUNDAY:
THE LOVE STORY
— And when you have forgotten the bright bedclothes on a
Wednesday and a Saturday,
And most especially when you have forgotten Sunday —
When you have forgotten Sunday halves in bed.
Or me sitting on the front-room radiator in the limping
afternoon
Looking off down the long street
To nowhere.
Hugged by my plain old wrapper of no-expectation
And nothing-I-have-to-do and I'm-happy-why?
And if-Monday-never-had-to-corne —
When you have forgotten that, I say.
And how you swore, if somebody beeped the bell.
And how my heart played hopscotch if the telephone rang;
And how we finally went in to Sunday dinner.
That is to say, went across the front room floor to the inkspotted table in the southwest corner
To Sunday dinner, which was always chicken and noodles
Or chicken and rice
And salad and rye bread and tea
And chocolate chip cookies —
I say, when you have forgotten that.
When you have forgotten my little presentiment
That the war would be over before they got to you;
And how we finally undressed and whipped out the light and
flowed into bed.
And lay loose-limbed for a moment in the week-end
Bright bedclothes.
Then gently folded into each other —
When you have, I say, forgotten all that.
Then you may tell.
Then I may believe
You have forgotten me well.
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Kate Rushin
NOT JUST ANOTHER LOVE POEM
I've returned to Gwendolyn Brooks' seldom-anthologized
poem “when you have forgotten Sunday: the love story" many
times since I first encountered it at Oberlin College in a literature
class taught by Calvin Hernton. A quick check of any number of
anthologies and textbooks will reveal that, if works by African
Americans are included at all, "We Real Cool" is likely to be there.
The poem is short and precise; it effectively uses rhythm, rhyme,
enjambment, vernacular expression, word play and irony, com¬
municating Sister Brooks' aesthetic view that poetry is "life dis¬
tilled." Yet I have to ask the same question she posed during a
reading in Boston several years ago: Why do editors place so much
emphasis on this one poem? I go on to question why "when you
have forgotten Sunday: the love story" is so seldom reprinted.
One obvious reason is that the poem is not included in Se¬
lected Poems, published by Harper & Row in 1963. It is, however,
in The Black Poets, edited by the late Dudley Randall, founder of
the Broadside Press in Detroit, one of the pioneering independent
Black publishing houses established in the 1960s and 70s. Could
it be that the poem is anthologized so infrequently because it is
seen as a simple, sentimental love lyric of ordinary domestic life?
If we know anything about Gwendolyn Brooks, we know that she
is neither simple nor sentimental.
We need to look at the poem in the original context of A
Street in Bronzeville, Sister Brooks' first collection, published in
1945. That volume has been published in its entirety by fellow
poet Haki Madhabuti in Blacks (Third World Press), the compila¬
tion of complete works. Bronzeville was a nickname for the South
Side Chicago Black community where she was taken by her par¬
ents to live when she was an infant. In the early years of her mar¬
riage to the late writer Henry Blakely, she lived at the corner of
63rd Street and Champlain. It is easy to imagine some of the por¬
traits in the collection being based on observations from their sec¬
ond floor apartment. "If you wanted a poem, you had only to
look out a window." Gwendolyn Brooks and her family and
neighbors lived through the societal changes of the Great De-
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pression and the Great Migration of African Americans away
from the violent, Jim Crow sharecropping system of the rural
South to the promise of opportunities in the North. True to her
stated poetic purpose, the poems in A Street in Bronzeville deal
with the everyday lives of these everyday people. There are
twenty poems in the opening title section, followed by six other
poems (including a five-section poem, "Hattie Scott," written
from the perspective of a housekeeper) and "Gay Chaps at the
Bar," a twelve-poem sonnet sequence in honor of WWII vets.
Brooks' explorations of the lives of "the folk" have nothing in
common with condescending, mainstream representations of
African American working class life.
Brooks explores difficult themes: skin color and race preju¬
dice, the stultifying aspects of bourgeois propriety, the connection
between poverty and abortion, mortality and early death, defeat¬
ed dreams, the frustration and despair faced by returning African
American soldiers, the limitations of superficial displays of mas¬
culinity, betrayal and pettiness in personal relationships, loneli¬
ness. The subjects of many of her portraits are coping and for the
most part surviving, but seldom flourishing. Her descriptions of
street life and her use of the vernacular, humor, irony and gossip
in contrast to her astute observations concerning the harsh mater¬
ial realities and personal dilemmas faced by the characters in
Bronzeville create a tension in the poems that enhances their emo¬
tional impact. Taken in the context of Gwendolyn Brooks' other
work (in particular her novel Maud Martha, which meets the diffi¬
culties of intimacy head-on) as well as the other poems in this col¬
lection, it is impossible for me to embrace or dismiss "when you
have forgotten Sunday: the love story" as just another love lyric.
To begin with, we should not take for granted a poem about
an ordinary love relationship between a Black man and a Black
woman written and published by a Black woman in 1945. Until
quite recently, such representations were relatively few. In a radio
interview, the African American composer and writer Eubie Blake
talked about the unwritten prohibition against including love
duets for Black couples in Broadway shows during the 20s and
30s. Here we have a tender and quiet poem that acknowledges in
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the title that love is sometimes "forgotten." Yet the speaker, an
African American woman addressing her husband about their
young marriage, seems to be offering a challenge to her lover, dar¬
ing him to forget the particular details of their intimacy and life
together. My assumption is that the speaker and her beloved are
married, given the time when the poem was written, and given
the fact that Brooks makes it very clear in other poems when the
subjects are cheating, alone, "ruined," or living in the fast lane.
— And when you have forgotten the bright bedclothes on a
Wednesday and a Saturday,
And most especially when you have forgotten Sunday—
I can imagine these opening lines as part of a litany, following
"When you have forgotten Monday, Tuesday." Brooks brings us
into the midst of a young woman's chronicle of the small things
that make up ordinary domestic life and love in a working class
family at the end of WWII. She creates the feeling that we have
come upon a young woman, perhaps in the process of writing a
letter to her husband who has gone to war. In that time and place,
the rhythms and rituals of the not-so-distant rural south still
held. People with little or no money, leisure time, or access to the
household conveniences we now take for granted washed what
they had and hung it out to dry on particular days of the week.
Sunday is the special day for the young husband and wife,
before children. Sunday is the day they get a breather from the
work week and a chance to stay in bed late. Sunday is the day
they have time to make leisurely love. "Sunday halves" — it's un¬
clear what's being shared (food? or pajamas maybe?) but it's the
sharing itself that is important. Despite the time period and the
focus on Sunday, there is no mention of church. In other poems in
the volume ("the preacher ruminates behind the sermon" and
"the funeral"). Brooks expresses an irreverent if not altogether
skeptical view of organized religion.
She goes on to create the scene, describing a small, one-bedroom apartment such as the one alluded to in another poem in
the collection ("kitchenette building") and quite common in
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Chicago's South Side at one time. (Ironically, Lorraine Hansberry's father Carl was a realtor referred to as the "Kitchenette King"
by the Chicago Defender. He is credited with the idea of dividing
larger apartments into smaller ones with a shared bathroom in
the hall, in part as a response to overcrowding exacerbated by re¬
strictive housing "covenants" that prevented people of color
from buying and renting in so-called "white areas." This practice,
I assume, was also lucrative for the landlords.)
The casual, dreamy young woman in the poem is not grasp¬
ing. She appreciates the view from their city window, and accepts
herself, her lover and their relationship for what they are. She is
content with the temporary escape from the responsibilities wait¬
ing for them both on Monday morning. The repetition of the key
phrase "When you have forgotten that," followed by the emphat¬
ic "I say" set off by commas, belies the notion that the woman has
"no expectation(s)" of the relationship: the ironic tone is evidence
of her confidence in it.
The young couple staves off the intrusions of family and friends
and the world beyond the one they have created for themselves.
After they have all the loving and quiet time they want, they move
on to dinner. The eating area is in the living room and the table dou¬
bles as a desk, yet it is placed carefully, perhaps to take advantage of
the late afternoon sun and the view. The details are clear and specif¬
ic in the mind of the woman, and, with her words, she recreates the
scene for the man. Sunday dinner is a simple routine with special
touches (rye bread instead of white, chocolate chip cookies). This
menu is striking in its eclectic "American" ordinariness.
Then the assertion and challenge are repeated, this time fol¬
lowed by a subtle reference to the irony of African Americans
being drafted into a segregated U.S. Army:
I say, when you have forgotten that.
When you have forgotten my little presentiment
That the war would be over before they got to vou
Not surprisingly, a number of the poems in A Street in Bronzevillc
deal with Black WWII soldiers, including those returning to face
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discrimination and violence. Here, the emphasis is on the speak¬
er's optimism.
Brooks uses the rhythm and structure of the day to frame the
poem, and so ends where she begins, with the lovers in bed, and
with the image of the "bright bed clothes." Only this time the
physicality and sensuality are heightened by weaving the playful
and breathless "whipped out the light" with the delicate allitera¬
tion "flowed . . . and lay loose-limbed" and the discreet yet frank
"gently folded into each other —."
Sunday functions as a refuge from the responsibilities and
stresses of the week, much as the poem and intimate relationship
it describes provide a refuge in Bronzeville the neighborhood and
in Bronzeville the collection, following "obituary for a living lady"
and preceding "the murder." How do African Americans cope
with and survive the stress and assault of racial discrimination
and the shock and grief of early tragic death endemic in impov¬
erished and assailed communities? One means. Brooks suggests,
is to take sustenance and mutual support from intimate and com¬
mitted love relationships with other Black people. Despite the de¬
piction of harsh physical and psychic conditions, there is real,
everyday love in Bronzeville. Brooks' young woman is neither
naive enough to think that change is impossible, nor in despair
that she has no power to influence the course of the relationship.
She asserts herself and offers a challenge.
When you have, I say, forgotten all that.
Then you may tell.
Then I may believe
You have forgotten me well.
She admits the possibility that her beloved could "forget" their love;
yet through her detailed and precise chronicling of the sensory and
sensual details of their life together, she insures that "forgetting"
will be unlikely if not impossible. I see imbedded in the lyricism of
these lines a hint of the toughness of the blueswoman sensibility
which Brooks addresses directly in "Queen of the Blues" and "Bal¬
lad of Pearl May Lee": You could forget me; but I don't think so.
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NEGRO HERO
to suggest Dorie Miller
I had to kick their law into their teeth in order to save them.
However I have heard that sometimes you have to deal
Devilishly with drowning men in order to swim them to shore.
Or they will haul themselves and you to the trash and the fish
beneath.
(When I think of this, I do not worry about a few
Chipped teeth.)
It is good I gave glory, it is good I put gold on their name.
Or there would have been spikes in the afterward hands.
But let us speak only of my success and the pictures in the Cau¬
casian dailies
As well as the Negro weeklies. For I am a gem.
(They are not concerned that it was hardly The Enemy my fight
was against
But them.)
It was a tall time. And of course my blood was
Boiling about in my head and straining and howling and
singing me on.
Of course I was rolled on wheels of my boy itch to get at the
gun.
Of course all the delicate rehearsal shots of my childhood
massed in mirage before me.
Of course I was child
And my first swallow of the liquor of battle bleeding black air
dying and demon noise
Made me wild.

It was kinder than that, though, and I showed like a banner my
kindness.
I loved. And a man will guard when he loves.
Their white-gowned democracy was my fair lady.
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With her knife lying cold, straight, in the softness of her
sweet-flowing sleeve.
But for the sake of the dear smiling mouth and the stuttered
promise I toyed with my life.
I threw back! — I would not remember
Entirely the knife.
Still — am I good enough to die for them, is my blood bright
enough to be spilled.
Was my constant back-question — are they clear
On this? Or do I intrude even now?
Am I clean enough to kill for them, do they wish me to kill
For them or is my place while death licks his lips and strides to
them
In the galley still?
(In a southern city a white man said
Indeed, I'd rather be dead;
Indeed, I'd rather be shot in the head
Or ridden to waste on the back of a flood
Than saved by the drop of a black man's blood.)
Naturally, the important thing is, I helped to save them, them
and a part of their democracy.
Even if I had to kick their law into their teeth in order to do that
for them.
And I am feeling well and settled in myself because I believe it
was a good job.
Despite this possible horror: that they might prefer the
Preservation of their law in all its sick dignity and their knives
To the continuation of their creed
And their lives.
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Marilyn Nelson
NEGRO HERO
A couple of years ago, thinking of expanding my "military
oeuvre" beyond the Tuskegee Airmen, I stumbled upon the Dorie
Miller story on the 'net. In 1941 Miller was a Navy messman, con¬
fined, as were all Aframerican sailors, to galley duty. Miller
served on the battleship West Virginia. He was below in the mess
when the Japanese surprise-attacked the U.S. fleet at Pearl Har¬
bor. Miller saved the life of the skipper; then, when a gunner fell
from his post under the attack. Miller, who had not been trained
in its use, took over a machine gun and shot down at least two
(some witnesses said it was six) enemy planes. He was awarded
the Navy Cross. In 1943 Miller went down with the entire crew of
an aircraft carrier.
In Gwendolyn Brooks' "Negro Hero," the speaker, based on
Dorie Miller, begins his story by telling us that he "had to kick
their law into their teeth in order to save them." It was unlawful
for a black seaman to man heavy artillery (at around this time the
first class of black Army aviators sat on-base in Alabama, waiting
to be sent overseas to fight. It took Eleanor Roosevelt's insisting
that she be flown by one of the black flyers to convince the U.S.
Congress that a black man could handle a plane). Brooks will
come back to that jim crow "law" in the last stanza, when the
speaker asks whether white Americans would prefer their sick
law, or their lives and the continuation of their ideals. Neither
Brooks nor her speaker offers an answer to this bitter question.
Etheridge Knight's great re-telling of the folk-poem about
"Shine" might be read as an ironic riff on this one, by the way.
In the second stanza Brooks' speaker notes that if he hadn't
succeeded, if he hadn't shot down so many enemy planes, "there
would have been spikes in the afterward hands." I'm not sure
why she uses the image of "spikes," instead of a more familiar,
more realistic image, like "tar and feathers" or "bullwhips." For
surely the lynch-mob, the posse, would have come after Miller
when the smoke of battle had dissipated; only his marksmanship
saved him. He knows that the newspapers "are not concerned
that it was hardly The Enemy my fight was against." (A few years
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before this time, Benjamin O. Davis, Jr., who was to become the
first Commanding Officer of the Tuskegee Airmen, graduated
from West Point. While he was a cadet, he was subjected to the
Silent Treatment: No other cadet ever spoke to him. For four
years.) That the mob would use "spikes" suggests the Crucifix¬
ion, a connection Brooks makes more clearly in another poem.
This poem goes on to describe something Brooks will exam¬
ine more thoroughly in her sonnet sequence, "Gay Chaps at the
Bar": The fascination war holds for boys, the war-wildness of bat¬
tle. In two lines she describes something depicted more recently
by Vietnam vet poet Bruce Weigl. Brooks writes:
. . . my first swallow of the liquor of battle bleeding black air
dying and demon noise
Made me wild.
That breathless, unpunctuated long, long, long line! I admire
the daring form of this poem. Its rough iambs provide a strong
enough hint of tradition to give the poem a sort of elegaic ele¬
gance, yet the unevenly extended lines — except for one, each
stanza has one or two lines too long to be printed as one line —
maintain a formal tension between the deceptively natural¬
sounding voice of the speaker and a diction more self-conscious¬
ly elevated than even the highest prose oratory. How those long
lines strain against the tighter structure of the poem, its
end-rhyming stanzas.
To explain what has made our Negro heroes fight for the
Stars & Stripes even though they knew their greatest enemy wore
a red, white & blue top hat. Brooks takes an image so familiar it
is almost a cliche — America becomes Miss Democracy — and
makes it her own: "With her knife lying cold, straight, in the soft¬
ness of her sweet-flowing sleeve." The black soldier fights be¬
cause he loves this "fair lady," knowing she is a white woman,
who carries a knife up her sleeve. Knowing she will use it on him.
The poem asks, as 50 years earlier Paul Lawrence Dunbar asked
on behalf of Negro Soldiers who fought and died in the Civil War,
whether America considers the black soldier good enough to die
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and kill for our country. In an abbreviated parenthetical stanza
Brooks' speaker notes that:
(In a southern city a white man said
Indeed, I'd rather be dead;
Indeed, I'd rather be shot in the head
Or ridden to waste on the back of a flood
Than saved by the drop of a black man's blood.)
This is the only stanza in the poem with short lines, and it is also
the briefest stanza in the poem. A zinger. Bert Wilson, who was
my informant for my poems about the Tuskegee Airmen, says
that one of their officers was very ill during Wilson's cadet days,
and badly needed a transfusion. The Commanding Officer of the
post called all of the cadets together, and asked them to donate
blood to save the officer's life. To a man, they donated blood.
They heard later that the sick man had refused a transfusion, say¬
ing he'd rather die than accept blood from a. . . . Bert says he
was always sort of disappointed that the officer survived.
I've already mentioned the last stanza, so will only reiterate
its reiteration of the first point the poem makes: that Miller "had
to kick their law into their teeth. . . ." He imagines a "possible
horror" perhaps more painful to contemplate than what he has
seen in battle. That horror is the possibility that ALL white Amer¬
icans may feel as this officer did: they might prefer to die for the
sick racism of race-law than be saved by a black man. That's sad.
Imagine a hero like Dorie Miller thinking that. Imagine that,
while he was alive, it was probably true. Now read "Gay Chaps
at the Bar."
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THE RITES FOR COUSIN VIT
Carried her unprotesting out the door.
Kicked back the casket-stand. But it can't hold her.
That stuff and satin aiming to enfold her.
The lid's contrition nor the bolts before.
Oh oh. Too much. Too much. Even now, surmise.
She rises in the sunshine. There she goes.
Back to the bars she knew and the repose
In love-rooms and the things in people's eyes.
Too vital and too squeaking. Must emerge.
Even now she does the snake-hips with a hiss,
Slops the bad wine across her shantung, talks
Of pregnancy, guitars and bridgework, walks
In parks or alleys, comes haply on the verge
Of happiness, haply hysterics. Is.
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Marilyn Hacker
THE SONNET AS A WILD WOMAN'S BLUES
"The rites for Cousin Vit," an American masterpiece of the
sonnet form, is from part III ("The Womanhood") of Annie Allen.
As well as standing firmly on its own, it must be considered as
part of what is essentially a verse novel, a Bildungsroman of a
young black woman's growth against the background — which
gradually becomes foreground — of Chicago's African American
community during World War II, and the years which followed.

Annie Allen, Brooks' second book, was published in 1949. Its
focus is not only on the African American community at large, but
on African American women in particular. The long central tour

de force of a poem recounts the story of a fairly sheltered lowermiddle-class dark-skinned teenage girl, much given to romantic
fantasies. It depicts her first love affair with a man she idealizes
beyond his possibilities, his departure as a soldier for World War
II, and his return but not to her: to a more flamboyant woman
with lighter skin. Entitled "The Anniad," it ironically recalls The

Iliad or The Aeniad, and makes an implicit comparison of their
subject-matters: the heroes who go to war; the women who stay at
home and wait for them. It is written in seven-line rhymed stan¬
zas of seven-syllable lines, in elaborate polysyllables (often those
seven syllables are just two or three words: "Prophesying hectacombs/ Surrealist and cynical"). This language creates an ironic
distance between speaker and narrative, between the "knowing"
narrator and the naive protagonist and her story. But, at the same
time, it invests the story with a kind of mythic dignity. The poem
of which this section of Annie Allen is, to me, most reminiscent, is

The Rape of the Lock — in which a young socialite's dressing-table
rites are described, in iambic pentameter couplets, like the cere¬
monies of a coronation, or a knight's preparations for battle —
and in which the "battle" itself is the woman's suitor's cutting off
a lock of her hair as a keepsake. I imagine Brooks herself was
aware of this similarity — and made deliberate use of the double
irony of, first, the epic/domestic paradox, and, second, that of elex ating a contemporary black girl to the status of canonical hero¬
ine (which Pope s Belinda, satire notwithstanding, has become).
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There is, though, a striking contrast between "The Anniad"
and its wry humor modulating to near-tragedy, and the parts of
Annie Allen preceding and following it, chronicling, respectively,
Annie's childhood — in a neighborhood that's clearly Gwen¬
dolyn Brooks' Chicago "Black Belt"— and her life after the war
and her lover's abandonment. These, like the poems of Brooks'
first book, A Street in Bronzeville, are "neighborhood" portraits:
the meditations of a single woman raising a child, the speaker's
plea for dignity in the eyes of her own community, and her search
(or the community's itself) for faith in a post-war America whose
new prosperity was not always shared by African Americans —
but also, an evening in a restaurant frequented by working-class
blacks after a hard day, a Sunday drive through a prosperous
white neighborhood, a funeral parlor that can't contain the
life-force of a deceased frequenter of bars, jazz-clubs and Chica¬
go streets.
The movement of this last section of Annie Allen is that of
Annie, the protagonist, emerging from romantic self-absorption,
and beginning to observe her own community — which, for her
as for Gwendolyn Brooks, is not limiting, but a source of energy,
information, support, and, most of all, of stories implicit in the
quotidian lives of its citizens, stories which stand on their own
and also help her make sense of her own situation.
"The rites for Cousin Vit" is an Italian sonnet, a form in
which Brooks demonstrated verve and virtuosity in her first two
books. It is a self-contained elegy as well, but it is an elegy so
overflowing with the life-force of its subject that, with no overt
religious context, it constitutes a denial of death. Still, the verbs
"rises in sunshine" and "must emerge" metaphorically equate the
sensual and down-to-earth Vit with the risen Christ. In another
swift transformation, she "does the snake-hips with a hiss" and
also becomes both Eve and the serpent. After the communion of
the "bad wine" and the purely human interaction of "talks,"
these transcendental identities are resolved with the final verb, a
one-syllable sentence of affirmation: "Is." All this is contained —
or rather, turned loose — in a sonnet of classic structure: two en¬
velope quatrains and a sestet framed by the emphatic end-words
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"emerge" and "is." Nothing is accidental here, certainly not the
title, in which Vit's name echoes the Latin for "life" — and her
identification as "cousin" implicitly creates a narrator/speaker
with a familial relationship to her. It also claims her as a commu¬
nity and family member, a fact which informs the "outlaw" as¬
pects of her behavior: the plural "love-rooms," the bad wine,
shiny dresses and dirty dancing. "Outlaw" perhaps, but not out¬
cast.
In the context of the rest of Annie Allen, the reader becomes
aware of the possibility that the narrator of "Cousin Vit" — and
of the other poem-portraits and meditations which make up "The
Womanhood" — is not "the poet" but the narrative's protagonist,
Annie herself, emerging (into post-war Chicago) from the roman¬
tic thralldom which separated her from the rest of the world dur¬
ing her adolescence and young womanhood. In this case it is (or
it is also) Annie who sees Vit as "resurrected," — as her own per¬
sonal savior from the dreary, dry-and-not-daring life she herself
has so far led. In Brooks' next book. The Bean Eaters, we see, in a
shocking context, just how dangerous Brooks thought romantic
thralldom was for women, when she uses almost identical tropes
to describe, again from within the character's consciousness, the
self-deception operating in the mind of the white Mississippi
housewife whose husband murdered 14-year-old Emmett Till be¬
cause of an imagined salacity of the boy's in her direction.
"The rites for Cousin Vit," is, as noted, far from being
Brooks' only use of the sonnet form. (I doubt that any poet who
has written a successful sonnet has written onlv one.) In her first
book, A Street in Bronzeville, she had chosen a sonnet sequence for
her collective portrait of black servicemen returning from World
War II, "Gay Chaps at the Bar." I hope it's superfluous to point
out that

Gay Chaps" here is a reference to a certain myth of

British upper-class insouciance in the face of military combat, not
to sexuality. But it's not superfluous to note that the diction of the
poem too is deliberately elevated, as if to amalgamate these
young soldiers with a tradition of offhand heroism, grace under
the greatest pressure, while focusing as much on the discrimina¬
tion and preconceptions from which they had suffered as African
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Americans as on their combat experience. "Cousin Vit," on the
other hand, is a sonnet firmly rooted in the quotidian, and for
every linguistic flourish like the "lid's contrition" or the impera¬
tive "Even now, surmise" there is a counterweight of detail like
"bad wine," "the snake-hips," "bridgework" anchoring the son¬
net to the here-and-now in which Vit persists.
Annie Allen incurred scorn from an unexpected source — not
the white literary community which, against expectations,
awarded it the Pulitzer Prize in 1950, making Brooks the first
African American of either gender to win the prize in poetry, but
(perhaps there's a relation) from the young men of the Black Arts
Movement who somewhat ambiguously acclaimed Brooks in
1968, "awakening" her, in her own words, to a "surprised queen¬
hood under a new Black sun." But at what a cost! Brooks had, at
fifty, made her own way as a poet for thirty years, writing about
African American urban life with a wealth of detail (and an ab¬
sence of condescension) as no poet had before her, neither "uni¬
versalizing" her work nor "blackfacing" it into dialect for popu¬
lar consumption, but clothing her subjects with dignity, humor
and moral consciousness even when writing about those most
easily caricatured as bereft of those qualities. In particular she
documented the lives of African American urban working-class
women of all ages with a loving attention, in a way that no poet
or novelist yet had, or would for another two decades. She dared
to put ordinary black women (not "passing," not "tragic mulattoes," not ante-bellum earth goddesses or any modem permuta¬
tion of that role) at center stage, and spotlight them there in the
revelation that neither racism nor romantic love was the most im¬
portant factor in their lives — there was also community, friend¬
ship, politics, family, the simple joy of a meal after a day's work
or the sun on the faqade of the tenement across the street on the
first spring day. She wrote about color prejudice among African
Americans, influencing men's love-and-marriage choices, but
also the way children and women viewed each other among
themselves, even insinuating itself between mother and child (as
in "Jessie Mitchell's Mother"). And the African American com¬
munity of Brooks' first four books exists in its specific geography
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and history: Chicago, World War II and its aftermath — Emmett
Till, too, was a Chicago boy away from home.
But this was not the only originality of the Gwendolyn
Brooks of the '40s, '50s and early '60s. One might argue that
Brooks (as much as Frost, Bishop, Bogan, Lowell, Berryman, Jar¬
rell, and Hart Crane before them), "Americanized" traditional
English prosody, married it successfully to American speech, ex¬
pression, locutions, while relishing and employing all its liberat¬
ing disciplines with legerdemain, indeed, adding baroque syn¬
tactical flourishes, never devoid of irony, to the music of meter
(as African American clergy had done from the pulpit in Milton¬
ic cadences for two centuries).
And yet, or perhaps "of course," these were the aspects of
Brooks' work least appreciated by her new champions. In a fore¬
word to Brooks' collection of autobiographical prose. Report from
Part One, editor Don L. Lee heaped sarcasm on a minor poem
called "the sonnet-ballad" from Annie Allen, totally missing its
irony and its quiet necessity to the book's overall narrative, and
expressed his disinterest in "Negro Hero," missing (I can only
imagine) the radical double consciousness in the black sailor's ac¬
count of saving the lives of shipmates who didn't think him fit to
share their table or bear arms. In short. Brooks was (in their imag¬
inations) to become a figurehead for the new movement, told
what (or whom) to write about, and in what form and tone — if
a queen, a consort without autonomy. Church ladies, disillu¬
sioned veterans, beauty parlors and irony were not of interest;
young male revolutionaries and their long-suffering (not to be
described as long-suffering) girlfriends were more appropriate
subjects.
But Brooks' next book. In the Mecca, was no less complex
than the ones which went before. "The Mecca" of the title was a
once-architecturally notable (and middle-class), then run-down
and decaying apartment building in Chicago. The long title poem
recounts the disappearance of a little girl who lives in the build¬
ing, her mother's frantic search for her, the reactions of the
woman s numerous other children, amidst vignettes of the lives
of the other tenants, some degraded, even deranged by poverty
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and alienation, some holding on to an ideal of improvement and
optimism. Life in "the Mecca" is more desperate, poorer, less
community-oriented than life in the "Bronzeville" neighborhoods
Brooks depicted in earlier books — the hope of prosperity and
equality engendered by post-World War II economic growth has
evaporated. But the mother, Sallie Smith, who searches for her
child — who has been senselessly murdered by another Meccan
— is another of Brooks' homely, persistent heroes.
Gwendolyn Brooks, like Adrienne Rich, gave up the sonnet
form in the '60s: politics weighed for them as Modernist doctrine
had for others in the shifting balance between fixed and open
forms. But the contrapuntal music of meter and syntax in Brooks'
poems has continued to make them audible and memorable. And
"the rites for Cousin Vit" is a poem/portrait at once immediate in
its detail of a specific time and place, and entirely contemporary,
an example of the sonnet's persistent utility and of the inextin¬
guishable verve of bad girls and wild women everywhere.
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A LIGHT AND DIPLOMATIC BIRD . . .
A light and diplomatic bird
Is lenient in my window tree.
A quick dilemma of the leaves
Discloses twist and tact to me.
Who strangles his extremest need
For pity of my imminence
On utmost ache and lacquered cold
Is prosperous in proper sense:
He can abash his barmecides;
The fantoccini of his range
Pass over. Vast and secular
And apt and admirably strange.
Augmented by incorrigible
Conviction of his symmetry,
He can afford his sine die.
He can afford to pity me
Whose hours at best are wheats or beiges
Lashed with riot-red and black.
Tabasco at the lapping wave.
Search-light in the secret crack.
Oh open, apostolic height!
And tell my humbug how to start
Bird balance, bleach: make miniature
Valhalla of my heart.
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Carl Phillips
TWIST, TACT, AND METAPHYSICS
Perhaps a conviction that one is oppressed — or, indeed, a
very real oppression — is not necessary, for original art to be pro¬
duced. There are many examples, however, of how the artist's de¬
sire to speak against the powers that be and at the same time not
invite a silencing retribution from those powers has meant devis¬
ing a means of bringing into a workable balance honesty, ambi¬
tion, and pragmatism — and, in the case of the best poets, this has
usually pushed the writing toward an originality in terms of how
language will be used. After all, language cannot in such in¬
stances be used in the conventional ways, in part because to par¬
ticipate conventionally in existing conventions (as opposed, say, to
the appropriating and refining of English forms by McKay and
Cullen) would amount to a condoning of those conventions; and
in part because a conventional use of language risks making the
message too patently clear to those against whom the message is
directed. The trick is to make the message accessible to those to
whom the work is directed, so as to make possible a dialogue
concerning those whom the work is about and/or against. The
first-century A.D. historian Tacitus managed to speak candidly
about Roman tyranny, hypocrisy, and moral decline while living
under tyranny and censorship (a censorship often effected by
killing the author) through a drastically fragmented and com¬
pressed syntax and a vigilantly skewed irony of psychological
eye. Much of Dickinson's force lies in a combination of her fa¬
mously slanted vision and her subtle manipulations of the hymn
form's conventions of rhyme and meter, all cast in a syntax that
generates meaning on more than an immediate level — this, her
strategy for speaking out against the dominant structures of reli¬
gion, and as a woman at that, whose voice ought more rightly (so
would society then have dictated) remain silent. A third example
is the African-American tradition known as "signifying," in
which a combination of rhyme, meter, and carefully coded im¬
agery allowed the singer to speak openly either against the pow¬
ers that be, or to speak about subjects deemed inappropriate by
those powers — sexual bawdiness, for example. It seems no acci-
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dent that this tradition first comes into prominence during the
early slavery period in this country, appearing in field songs,
blues lyrics, genres where African Americans could speak can¬
didly about their condition and about those responsible for it. Fi¬
nally — though hardly the end of the list one could produce —
Hopkins's inability to comfortably reconcile faith and physical
desire, his need to question faith sometimes and sometimes de¬
sire (each a pressure quite different from slavery or censorship,
but each a very real pressure indeed) is surely behind the syntax
that can make his poems on first listen seem written in another
language than English altogether.
The poetry of Gwendolyn Brooks is rarely without its com¬
plexities, even those poems that are cast in the voice of a child, or
those which can sound child-like because of their simplicity of
rhyme and meter and their apparent wordplay for wordplay's
sake alone; in almost all instances, the seeming simplicity is itself
a form of masking, is an artistic strategy. "A light and diplomatic
bird," however — which appears in the long section "The Wom¬
anhood" in Annie Allen — has always stood out for me because of
its lack of simplicity, seeming or otherwise; rather, it presents
particular difficulties which have everything to do with the
artist's concern as to how best to convey a message which certain
elements in society would rather not see conveyed. Those ele¬
ments vary, according to the capacity in which we can determine
Brooks to be speaking: as an African American in pre-civil rights
America? as a woman in pre-feminist, male-dominated America?
For much of Annie Allen, both are possible and likely. The book,
overall, depicts the passage from girlhood to womanhood, treat¬
ing that passage as a version of epic (hence, the central section,
"The Anniad," a not-so-subtle argument, via punning, that
Annie's is no less an epic journey than was that of Aeneas, as told
in Virgil's Aeneid). The book also contains poems which focus on
the particular 'condition' of being not just a woman but a black
one, as well as what it means to be black, regardless of gender.
But the poem under discussion offers no evidence to restrict its
applicability to race and/or gender, any more than Dickinson's
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poems are especially about or from a speaker who is white, a
woman, and from Amherst. As with Dickinson's work, this par¬
ticular poem by Brooks suggests a speaker who is human first of
all, and who questions the ways of God toward humankind.
Brooks does not compromise her blackness or her gender in Annie
Allen; rather, by including poems such as "A light and diplomat¬
ic bird" — poems which are more widely existential in their focus
— Brooks reminds us that race and gender are but particulars
within the general dilemma of what it is to be human, mortal,
flawed.
Dilemma is very much the point from this poem's start, in
which the speaker is counseled by the natural world (nature the
place, according to the Transcendentalists, wherein to read God's
necessary lessons). The bird is exemplary, in being "diplomatic,"
even its physical gesture (of leaning) cloaked by or subordinate to
the psychological/emotional gesture of leniency ("lenient"); the
"dilemma of the leaves" resolves quickly into the seeming an¬
swers to the dilemma, namely, "twist and tact," the former of
which I read as a form of accommodating and incorporating
change (as opposed to remaining rigid, unbending — to be un¬
able to twist is as bad as to be unable to be made straight, which
is of course the meaning of stanza three's "incorrigible" at its
Latin root). The problem is that tact and diplomacy are being ad¬
vised by those who cannot know what it is to be in a situation in
which tact and diplomacy are irrelevant and useless (or in which
they no longer counter but in fact have been overridden by a
growing impatience with suffering). With the introduction of the
"Who" in stanza two, we are no longer speaking of a bird or of
the leaves but of an unnamed "he" as the subject of critical scruti¬
ny. Whoever "he" is, stanza four makes it clear that he is one
whose power is superior to that of the speaker, hence the empha¬
sis on his ability to afford pity. His position doesn't require tact
and leniency. His is the conviction that is permitted to be "incor¬
rigible," not the speaker's.
Many elements convince me that the subject here is not so
much a man, or a white one in particular, but God. Stanza two is
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possibly the one whose meaning is the most difficult to parse, but
lines 5-7, in their suggestion that somebody has sacrificed what
he needed most, out of pity for somebody else's possible plight —
Who strangles his extremest need
For pity of my imminence
On utmost ache and lacquered cold
— recall the dual idea of God sacrificing his son for the sake of
humankind, and of that son (Christ), first through the Incarnation
and finally through the Passion, allowing himself to suffer and
die for human sin and as a means of generating the grace by
which that sin might be absolved. As humans, we should pre¬
sumably be grateful. But Brooks's potentially blasphemous argu¬
ment is that gratitude is less the point than is just desert. After all,
can't God afford a little pity, given that everything is his to con¬
trol anyway? His luxuries are the real thing, in contrast with illu¬
sory ones or those that offer illusory ones (barmecides); his sub¬
jects are puppets (here, it is notable that Brooks uses, for
"puppets," "fantoccini," a word that emphasizes the inability of
the puppet to speak — the word is related to infans, the Latin for
that which cannot speak or is without power). His plan, divine or
otherwise, is rigid, symmetrical, and unbounded by time ("sine
die"), and is, as it were, a secret that can only be partly penetrat¬
ed by the "search-light" of human inquiry. So vain is this inquiry,
that the speaker is forced from the scientific type of investigation
(mechanical light into natural, primeval darkness) to the hope of
prayer — hence, the vatic opening to the final stanza, as heaven
itself seems to be addressed ("Oh open, apostolic height!"). And,
as is commonly the case with prayer, no immediate and apparent
answers are forthcoming; the poem ends with the triplet of im¬
peratives ("open," "tell," "make") to which the poem leaves no
room for response — or, more likely, cannot find any adequate re¬
sponse.
Job's complaint to and about God was hardly subtle — then
again, neither were his sufferings, plague and the death of his
family among them. Brooks opts, as an artist, for strategies that
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are perhaps less direct but no less forceful, and an examination of
the strategies which she employs make clear that — consciously,
or not — she is aware of the lessons of Dickinson, Hopkins, the
Roman rhetoricians, and the African-American literary tradition.
Stanza one of her poem, as we have seen, shows the speaker
being presented with advice as to how to conduct herself. It
would also seem to be the artist's prelude to her poem, a prelude
in which she states (or the bird and leaves reveal to her — the
bird and leaves in this case familiars, or forms of conscience) her
awareness that her argument is one that will itself require a cer¬
tain tact, an ability to twist her argument in such a way as to be
traceable by the reader, and uncompromising both in its meaning
and in its honesty. But how to speak honestly in open view of a
power whose force is as potentially destructive as it is reliably
unpredictable? An examination of the various strategies em¬
ployed reveals Brooks's poem as a kind of study of the artist
working out for herself the most effective way in which to deploy
her argument on the page, with this very question in mind.
Following the prelude of stanza one, a variety of distinct and
increasingly more complex strategies is evident. Stanza two puts
particular pressure on syntax; it is the most complex of the stan¬
zas in this regard — and strikingly so, following stanza one's
very direct pair of declarative sentences — in that it omits the ex¬
pected pronoun that would ordinarily precede "Who," therefore
leaving it in doubt, until line 8, as to whether we are in the midst
of a question or a statement. As well, the sentence is interrupted
— its meaning deliberately stalled — by the two prepositional
phrases of lines 6 ("For pity of my imminence") and 7 ("On ut¬
most ache and lacquered cold"). Finally, the stanza ends on a note
of ambiguity: "Is prosperous in proper sense." Does Brooks mean
that her subject is prosperous in the proper sense of the word
"prosperous"? Or does she mean that he prospers when it comes
to proper sense — that is, has his fair share of good sense, and
then some?
Stanza three suggests — mostly, but not unequivocably —
the former: that he is prosperous, and can afford, therefore, the
diplomacy (or complacency regarding the status quo) of stanza
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one. His luxuries are real, as opposed to those of the barmecides
who, in the Arabian Nights, offer luxuries and gifts that are final¬
ly all illusion; the fantoccini, as mentioned earlier, are puppets to
this superior power. These two words — "barmecides" and "fan¬
toccini" — are part of the new strategy this stanza employs as a
means of cloaking meaning, namely, a vocabulary that, given the
rarity of both these words in English, is surely deliberate in its
obscurity. As well, assonance is heavily employed here, the short
a appearing no fewer than nine times in eight lines, most force¬
fully in line 12 ("And apt and admirably strange"). Assonance is
not especially a strategy for cloaking meaning, though I would
argue that one way to distract attention from the negative force of
a line's meaning is to heighten the line's melody (a lightness of
music vs. a gravity of meaning), or to pitch the sound somewhere
between lullaby and drone (a sameness or repetition of sound
distracting us from the details of meaning). Finally, the ambigui¬
ty that we saw in line 8 of stanza two is also present in stanza
three. In the phrase "The fantoccini of his range/Pass over," does
Brooks intend the fantoccini as the subject of her sentence? Or is
the sentence inflected, so that the verb-phrase "pass over" is to be
understood as dependent on the main verb "can," whose subject
is the "he" of the previous line, in which case the fuller meaning
would be: he [can] pass over the fantoccini of his range. —
Which?
Again, the ambiguity is not resolved. Instead, by stanza four
— having used syntax, high diction, and assonance — Brooks
turns to a heavily Latinate vocabulary. Latinate words have oc¬
curred earlier in the poem (five times in the first stanza, four in
the second, six in the third), but stanza four is the one which has
its first two lines bracketed with what I want to call strongly Lati¬
nate words — "Augmented," "incorrigible," "Conviction" and,
from Latin via the Greek, "symmetry" (14) — words which we
tend more readily to associate with the technical, scientific, or
highly rhetorical, than we would "apt," for example, or "lenient."
Stanza four is also the one in which we have actual Latin — sine
die (literally, "without day") — a phrase which is immediately
followed by the rhetorical device of anaphora:
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He can afford his sine die.
He can afford to pity me
(italics mine)
a device common to the Greco-Roman rhetorical tradition, to west¬
ern European liturgical tradition, and to the African-American reli¬
gious tradition which continues, almost solely, to keep Greco-Roman
rhetorical tradition a part of American public speaking.
As stanza four moves into stanza five. Brooks discards (we
expect as much, by now) the former stanza's strategies of con¬
veying meaning for a new and even more surprising one: a synes¬
thesia of imagery. First, the temporal is considered in terms of the
visual ("hours at best are wheats and beiges"); then the sense of
taste is pitched against the sense of touch, all as a means of dis¬
cussing heat and the lack of it ("Tabasco at the lapping wave"). In
both instances. Brooks conveys a sense of futility, as the speaker
describes her own predicament — to be able to know time only as
color is hardly to know time at all. As well. Brooks here juxta¬
poses the state of God — one of power, genuine luxury — with
that of the speaker, which at best is a kind of neutrality ("wheats
or beiges") punctuated on occasion by the red of riot and by a
black that is left undefined (18). Futility is further suggested
when we realize, at line 19, that there is no reconciling the heat
that the tongue knows with the cool of a "lapping wave" —
again, one is taste, one is touch. At line 20, however, the synes¬
thesia is broken away from, as we reach a consistently visual
image: "Search-light in the secret crack." The move from unreconcilable senses to a harmony or consistency of sense would
seem to indicate that the former futility might now be escaped
from, that we are moving closer to resolution or solution. But the
visual image of line 20 is one of searching, of investigating what
is secret — and after being led by the pattern of imagery to hope
that the secret (of God's ways?) will now be brought to light, the
poem's final stanza opens with a line that shows we have finally
come no further: why else pray for the heights to open, unless our
attempts — by other, more practicable means — to enter them, to
see into them, have not failed already?
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Which is to say that Brooks's poem has come only one step
further from where it began. If the opening stanza suggested to
the speaker an appropriate way to engage with the world
(through tact and diplomacy and twist), the poem's conclusion
asks how — how to achieve "bird-balance," how to "bleach," i.e.,
make colorless the very real (because present) "riot-red and
black" that characterize the "wheats or beiges" of a life? How to
reduce to miniature the human wants and ambitions that Brooks
calls (using Norse epic tradition as her reference point) the "Val¬
halla of [the] heart"?
These are the questions that, for me, make "A light and
diplomatic bird" a distinctly metaphysical poem. It has in com¬
mon with, say, Herbert and Vaughan — and yes, Dickinson — a
certain trajectory of interrogation that itself springs from the
need to respond to pressures not easily reconciled by those living
beneath those pressures: given the what, nevertheless how and
why? As with those other poets. Brooks would seem to under¬
stand that the truest answrer is not to answer, except by the poem
itself, less an answer than a record of the artist's continued at¬
tempt to articulate and resolve dilemma in a new fashion, given
that the old ones have not served. On one level, each of the stan¬
zas in Brooks's poem can be seen as one in a succession of at¬
tempts to approach answer, as the poem's argument unfolds;
each stanza's strategy a kind of casting at a target that is finally
withheld from human knowing. A second level of interpretation
is that each of the stanzas' strategies is one in a series of careful
attempts to put at least a veil's distance between her audience
(God, I believe) and her refusal to accept unquestioningly the dis¬
parities she finds in her relationship to that audience — this rela¬
tionship, it turns out, is nothing less than the human condition. In
her poems — be they race-specific, gender-specific or neither —
Brooks reminds us that the best, the most lasting poets do not so
much resolve the human condition; they persuasively enact it,
singing — writing — against. Within. Toward.
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WE REAL COOL
THE POOL PLAYERS.
SEVEN AT THE GOLDEN SHOVEL.

We real cool. We
Left school. We
Lurk late. We
Strike straight. We
Sing sin. We
Thin gin. We
Jazz June. We
Die soon.
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Lloyd Schwartz
COOL BROOKS: GWENDOLYN BROOKS'S TRAGIC JAZZ
The first time I heard Gwendolyn Brooks read "We Real
Cool," her most famous poem, I was astonished. I expected some¬
thing teasing, satirical, and (yes) "cool." A brilliant jeu d'esprit of
magical, syncopated rhyme. But instead, her delivery was a kind
of keening lament, somewhere between a song and a chant,
where the first line ("We real cool. We") became "Weeeee reeeel
cooool weeeee . . .with almost no punctuation, certainly no pe¬
riod, between the end of the first sentence and the beginning of
the second, and so on. Some heat here with the cool.
I believe the way she read the poem articulated several of the
central tensions in it: the way it's both a striking expression of
spoken vernacular idiom (the irresistible verve of that missing —
and dull — verb of being) and a consistent reminder that it's a
poem, an artifice, self-consciously crafted, made; the way the tone
is both joyful and tragic (the poetic name of that pool hall in the
subtitle, the Golden Shovel, suggesting both a place of heavenly
enchantment and a graveyard). And how part of that ambiguous¬
ly joyful lamentation is expressed in one of the poem's most re¬
markable features: its inexorable cortege of 24 stressed monosyl¬
lables.
The first thing I ask my students, when we read the poem to¬
gether, is to imagine what it would be like if each sentence were
on its own line, with the rhymes monosyllabic ("cool"/"school"
"late"/"straight," etc.) rather than disyllabic ("cool. We"/
"school. We," "late. We"/"straight. We"). How much flatter —
and squarer — the poem would be. The "We"s would lose their
stress; and with unstressed "We"s mechanically beginning each
line, weakening that relentless tread, then goodbye lament.
The poem is, of course, ingenious in its sound pattern, with
its tickling alliterations and its handful of short vowels ("Left"
and "Lurk," "Sing sin," and "Thin gin") punctuating the vast
stretched-out spaces of those time-stopping long vowels (espe¬
cially when Brooks reads them) an additional source of ambigui¬
ty and surprise. It may be the poem in English that has learned
the most from jazz, that most embodies the delicious and pro-
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found surprises of improvisation and syncopation. We never
know what we're going to "hear" next, especially in the literally
breathtaking abruptness of the very ending, after we've been se¬
duced by the three preceding stanzas to expect yet one more
"We" (or "Weeeee"). In this respect, the poem "We Real Cool"
most calls to my mind, and to my ear, is Keats's inspired ballad,
"La Belle Dame sans Merci," with its unexpectedly abrupt fore¬
shortening of the final line of each stanza:
O what can ail thee, knight at arms.
Alone and palely loitering?
The sedge has withered from the Lake
And no birds sing!
"Sing!" The very word. . . . Like Keats, Brooks is also writing
about "singing," or the absence of song, the loss of song. What
Brooks's seven have, what counters the emptiness of their lives,
what she gives them voices for, is song. These ominous lurkers
and strikers (more ambiguities: are they just pool players or more
dangerous creatures of the night?) — if they "Sing sin," if they
"Jazz June," Brooks is also doing it for them, in her syncopations
("sin-copations"?) and in her consciously "poetic" and daring al¬
literations and syntactical ("sin-tactical"?) telescopings.
Elizabeth Bishop, introducing Brooks at the Radcliffe Library
in the late '70s, called her the American Robert Burns. Maybe
nowhere is Brooks's use of music — the "folk" music of jazz —
more richly rewarding than in this masterpiece miniature. And if
we've been privileged to hear Brooks's startlingly musical "ren¬
dition" of "We Real Cool," how revealing — and reassuring — to
know how intensely aware of that complex music she was and
how much pleasure she took in bringing it to our attention.
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BRONZEVILLE WOMAN IN A RED HAT
HIRES OUT TO
MRS. MILES

I
They had never had one in the house before.
The strangeness of it all. Like unleashing
A lion, really. Poised
To pounce. A puma. A panther. A black
Bear.
There it stood in the door.
Under a red hat that was rash, but refreshing —
In a tasteless way, of course — across the dull dare.
The semi-assault of that extraordinary blackness.
The slackness
Of that light pink mouth told little. The eyes told of heavy
care. . . .
But that was neither here nor there.
And nothing to a wage-paying mistress as should
Be getting her due whether life had been good
For her slave, or bad.
There it stood
In the door. They had never had
One in the house before.
But the Irishwoman had left!
A message had come.
Something about a murder at home.
A daughter's husband — "berserk," that was the phrase:
The dear man had "gone berserk"
And short work —
With a hammer — had been made
Of this daughter and her nights and days.
The Irishwoman (underpaid,
Mrs. Miles remembered with smiles).
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Who was a perfect jewel, a red-faced trump,
A good old sort, a baker
Of rum cake, a maker
Of Mustard, would never return.
Mrs. Miles had begged the bewitched woman
To finish, at least, the biscuit blending,
To tarry till the curry was done.
To show some concern
For the burning soup, to attend to the tending
Of the tossed salad. "Inhuman,"
Patsy Houlihan had called Mrs. Miles.
"Inhuman." And "a fool."
And "a cool
One."
The Alert Agency had leafed through its files —
On short notice could offer
Only this dusky duffer
That now made its way to her kitchen and sat on her kitchen
stool.
II
Her creamy child kissed by the black maid! square on the mouth!
World yelled, world writhed, world turned to light and rolled
Into her kitchen, nearly knocked her down.
Quotations, of course, from baby books were great
Ready armor; (but her animal distress
Wore, too and under, a subtler metal dress.
Inheritance of approximately hate).
Say baby shrieked to see his finger bleed.
Wished human humoring — there was a kind
Of unintimate love, a love more of the mind
To order the nebulousness of that need.
— This was the way to put it, this the relief.
This sprayed a honey upon marvelous grime.
This told it possible to postpone the reef.
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Fashioned a huggable darling out of crime.
Made monster personable in personal sight
By cracking mirrors down the personal night.
Disgust crawled through her as she chased the theme.
She, quite supposing purity despoiled.
Committed to sourness, disordered, soiled.
Went in to pry the ordure from the cream.
Cooing, "Come." (Come out of the cannibal wilderness.
Dirt, dark, into the sun and bloomful air.
Return to freshness of your right world, wear
Sweetness again. Be done with beast, duress.)
Child with continuing cling issued his No in final fire.
Kissed back the colored maid.
Not wise enough to freeze or be afraid.
Conscious of kindness, easy creature bond.
Love had been handy and rapid to respond.
Heat at the hairline, heat between the bowels.
Examining seeming coarse unnatural scene.
She saw all things except herself serene:
Child, big black woman, pretty kitchen towels.
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Lee Upton
LANGUAGE IN A RED HAT
In "Bronzeville Woman in a Red Hat" Gwendolyn Brooks
parodies the self-absorption and off-hand cruelties of a certain
form of racism and the moral obtuseness of a devastating stupid¬
ity, and she does so in a triumphalist spirit.
The poem's complexity of feeling, its outwitting of stultify¬
ing categories of thought through word play, its alliterative
splurging: such elements suggest the unobstructed ambition that
distinguishes the poem. Its propulsive energy is most marked
through the interlocking of sounds and its frequent word repeti¬
tions. The brisk, often exact rhymes show Brooks handling the
language with nimble affection — to devastating effect.
Alternately the poem unleashes and knots and contains its
power. Indeed, the tonal qualities of the poem are richly varied:
from a nursery rhyme-like rendition of macabre murder sound¬
ing at points remotely like something from ballad tradition to the
tones of psychological probing that are delivered up in the sec¬
ond stanza of part two. The poem attacks oppression with the
sword of ridicule, in part by revealing unexpected resemblances,
not only in visual and logical terms but in aural ones. The poem's
taut ribbon of matching sounds registers its protests through the
authorial voice projecting Mrs. Miles's impressions of an Irish
maid or portraying the heated convulsions of Mrs. Miles, who be¬
lieves all order is upended when her child is kissed and comfort¬
ed by a black maid.
In an explication of the poem in the first book of her autobi¬
ography, Report from Part One, Brooks refers to "the cramped, the
narrow, but the sublimely confident Mrs. Miles ... [who] does not
like to admit that she hates the whole 'Negro' race, so she pre¬
tends to herself that she is merely concerned for her child's
health." Mrs. Miles's deadly and perverse sense of order allows
her to hide her own racism from herself by insisting that hygiene
is at issue when her child and the maid kiss. A lesser ironist might
have relied on an unremittingly pinched, arched mode carried on
throughout the poem — as if full-out rhetorical anger seems
wasted on Mrs. Miles, even if the cruelty of her behavior toward
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her employees should not be understated. But Brooks's poem
manages to sport with a variety of tones, swiftly projecting Mrs.
Miles as a kind of self-blinded monster, an inane one, but a mon¬
ster no less. In the meantime. Brooks presents racism's wobbling
categorizations, without defeating or blunting her own nimble
energies.
Brooks manipulates linguistic categories to elide boundaries.
The Bronzeville woman is seen by Mrs. Miles as a threatening an¬
imal. The Bronzeville woman's very being, her presence at the
door, becomes for Mrs. Miles an assault. The woman from
Bronzeville is not only categorized as an animal in Mrs. Miles's
eyes, a rare and threatening and unpredictable animal, but as sex¬
less, as an "it." Here the erasure of sexual being is a further era¬
sure of personhood, a way to deny one woman not only her biol¬
ogy but her spirit and the ties between them in this double
stripping from human to animal and from sexualized to nonsexualized being.
We have then an anatomy of a type of racism as it operates
through self-blindness and by a perverse will to mis-categorize
and distort experience and behavior. Mrs. Miles will shift cate¬
gories often, rendering the human as animal or object and erasing
sexual characteristics, and further limiting her own already nar¬
row perceptions. After all, the Bronzeville woman's red hat
strikes even Mrs. Miles as "refreshing." Nevertheless, Mrs. Miles
must immediately amend her direct observation, adding "In a
tasteless way, of course." She will dwell for one ellipsis only on
the suffering that the woman's eyes reveal before dismissing her
own ability to perceive: "But that was neither here nor there." We
see Mrs. Miles depleting her own perceptions and canceling out
her own ability to observe.
Her treatment of the previous maid, an Irishwoman, pre¬
pares us for her far worse treatment of the new maid. Mrs. Miles
treats her former maid as a functionary who must be poorly paid.
She cannot entertain interest or even curiosity about the murder
of the Irish woman s child, a murder that forces the Irish maid to
leave Mrs. Miles's employment. The Irish maid is, after all, "a
perfect jewel, a red-faced trump,/A good old sort, a baker" who
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cannot effectively offend or threaten her employer, although her
curses are apt descriptions of Mrs. Miles. She is also, by Mrs.
Miles's judgment, a “bewitched woman," as if the tragedy of a
daughter's murder were a strangely mesmerizing but finally un¬
real, not-to-the point affliction.
The categories that play out in the poem (purity and impuri¬
ty, natural and unnatural, order and disorder, gendered and un¬
gendered) are bursting with contradictions. The “white" child,
described as “creamy," is linked to animals (a category that Mrs.
Miles fears), given that cream is the produce of an animal. The
“unnatural" is portrayed within a totally natural scene in which
an adult woman comforts a hurt child. The sight of white child
and black maid kissing is entirely out of order for Mrs. Miles, yet
the final scene in the poem projects a serene domestic order in the
alignment of woman and child and “pretty kitchen towels." The
emphasis on those pretty towels may suggest Mrs. Miles's atten¬
tion to objects rather than people, but like all language in the
poem it is doing more than one thing. It is also rhetorically
re-gendering the Bronzeville woman in a red hat, for while the
image of “pretty kitchen towels" appears to be conventional it
nevertheless places the Bronzeville woman in a reference field of
domestic craft that is culturally aligned to womanhood. The
scene is serenely at odds with Mrs. Miles's chaotic psyche — just
as the red hat, worn by a woman who is treated miserably, defies
through its bright color, its symbolic link to vitality and passion,
serving as a sign of resistance against anyone who might attempt
to oppress this woman from Bronzeville.
A very different poem by Brooks, “The Explorer," also from
The Bean Eaters (1960), deals as well with a person positioned at a
door. But in “The Explorer" the person at the threshold hesitates
to act, unlike the Bronzeville woman, and fears his choices, in¬
deed fears human action. The rhythms of the poem are unmis¬
takably similar to those of the early T. S. Eliot. It's as if Brooks's
"The Explorer," which tells us that no safe retreat from the
world's demands is possible, wishes to intersect with the aesthet¬
ics of one of the most influential of the modernists. She makes a
case for intervention, for representing direct action, and for con-
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fronting rather than seeking to escape the powerful reality of oth¬
ers. In these poems. Brooks appropriates the poetic of her prede¬
cessor and rebuffs it with a poetry of social intervention. Relent¬
lessly, early and late, her poetry seeks a space for triumphant
language — language as buoyant resistance.
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THE SECOND SERMON ON THE WARPLAND
For Walter Bradford

1.
This is the urgency: Live!
and have your blooming in the noise of the whirlwind.

2.
Salve salvage in the spin.
Endorse the splendor splashes;
stylize the flawed utility;
prop a malign or failing light —
but know the whirlwind is our commonwealth.
Not the easy man, who rides above them all,
not the jumbo brigand,
not the pet bird of poets, that sweetest sonnet,
shall straddle the whirlwind.
Nevertheless, live.
3
All about are the cold places,
all about are the pushmen and jeopardy, theft —
all about are the stormers and scramblers but
what must our Season be, which starts from Fear?
Live and go out.
Define and
medicate the whirlwind.
4.
The time
cracks into furious flower. Lifts its face
all unashamed. And sways in wicked grace.
Whose half-black hands assemble oranges
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is tom-tom hearted
(goes in bearing oranges and boom).
And there are bells for orphans —
and red and shriek and sheen.
A garbageman is dignified
as any diplomat.
Big Bessie's feet hurt like nobody's business,
but she stands — bigly — under the unruly scrutiny, stands in
the wild weed.
In the wild weed
she is a citizen,
and is a moment of highest quality; admirable.
It is lonesome, yes. For we are the last of the loud.
Nevertheless, live.
Conduct your blooming in the noise and whip of the whirlwind.
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Mekeel McBride
TWO STREAKS OF SUN
A gorgeously orchestrated anthem to the disenfranchised
spirit, Gwendolyn Brooks' "The Second Sermon on the Warpland" insists that one take one's place and live fully, especially if
that means having to do so in the middle of the maelstrom. And
plenty of maelstrom's evoked both in "Second Sermon" and In the
Mecca, the book that contains and is illuminated by "Second Ser¬
mon."
"In the Mecca," a poem of eight hundred and seven lines,
concerns itself with the lives of the residents of a huge apartment
building in Chicago called The Mecca. It focuses mainly on Mrs.
Sallie Smith and her nine children. Her youngest, Pepita, has van¬
ished. By the end of the poem we learn that she has been mur¬
dered. A gorgeously unwieldy melange of story-scraps and life
bits, "Mecca'"s a kind of tense and artful opera accessible to the
ordinary ear, tempest through and through. Mrs. Sallie and her
murdered daughter are at the heart of the story, and spiraling out
around them are the bits and pieces we get of how other residents
try to live their complex lives in a dangerous time.
Brooks said of the poem, "I wish to present a large variety of
personalities against a mosaic of daily affairs recognizing that the
grimmest of these is likely to have a streak or two streaks of sun."
In almost every case, we meet various people with lives both
grim and light-shocked. We are given brief access to Alfred, the
"untalented" teacher who carries on a dalliance with the zoology
teacher and later reads "Shakespeare ... or Joyce/or James or Ho¬
race, Huxley, Hemingway" and drinks himself into a dizzy and
confused alliance with the awareness that "the Everything/is
vaguely a part of the One thing." There is Great Great Gram who
remembers that while some slaves slept in beds, she slept, as a
child, in dirt and that the rain rained inside. There is Prophet
Williams who sells love potions, "Holy Thunderbolts, and Love
Balls, too."
It is interesting to note that one of Brooks' first jobs was as a
secretary to a Patent Medicine man who had his office in the
Mecca and that she was responsible for delivering fairly ques-
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tionable love medicines — she, who so stunningly delivers spirit
revival as alive and dangerous as lightning in "Mecca" and "Sec¬
ond Sermon on the Warpland."
In the book, the long poem "In the Mecca" is followed by
eight short poems, including a poem to Medgar Evers, as well as
one to Malcolm X. Two sermons on the Warpland end the vol¬
ume. It's fairly easy to guess, from the poems that come before
them, that the Warpland mentioned in both sermons is America.
This book came out in 1967, a decade that saw the assassinations
of John Kennedy, Medgar Evers, Malcolm X. Civil rights workers
were murdered in Mississippi. Riots broke out in Watts and
Newark. The Vietnam war and war protests were going on. Warp
Land and War Planned.
But in just the way that the often despairing people who in¬
habit the decrepit building filling half of the north block of Thirtyfourth Street call their home Mecca, making an ironic but never¬
theless cogent reference to the Holy City of Islam, the birthplace
of the prophet Mohammed, so "Warpland" has in it, too, not just
a sense of all that is twisted and wrong but calls to mind the warp
of weaving. The warp, long threads on the loom, those troubled
times — hold the pattern brought in by the shorter, crossing
threads or weft, the color each individual brings to the larger
pattern.
"Second Sermon on the Warpland" begins with a two-line
lightning-strike. The first line, "This is the urgency: Live!" is a
fierce admonishment that not a second be wasted in the business
of living. Entirely unembellished, this line gives way to the fugi¬
tive and rather frail, "have your blooming" in the tremendously
unsettled territories of "the noise of the whirlwind." The poet,
part seer, part prophet, part seller of true spirit medicines in the
ruined holy land, issues her directive dead-center into the
warped land. You must not just live but live and make something
beautiful of it, as well. What can bloom in the noise of the whirl¬
wind? Poetry can.
Section two, elegant and elemental, lists possible options for
dealing with the chaos. One might find balm in the bright bits
saved from the high winds. One might align oneself with the ac-
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cidental beauty that always accompanies tempest. One might
meet storm with formal resolve. One might even offer oneself as
a kind of counterbalance to all that is going or has gone awry.
Nevertheless, the poet quickly reminds us in clear imperative to
"know the whirlwind is our commonwealth." What an amazing
choice of words, "whirlwind" paired with "commonwealth," ob¬
viously implying a sense of the body politic as the basis for much
of what has gone wrong but also suggesting that the whirlwind
holds a kind of secret inheritance. An obsolete or dormant mean¬
ing for the word "wealth" is well-being. So it is only in the tem¬
pest, then, that one may find happiness, a convoluted and tem¬
pestuous irony in and of itself. The missing, murdered child, the
love medicines that fail, the drunk teacher who dreams of the
great Oneness, the old woman who remembers sleeping in dirt as
a slave child — these things are the Common Wealth. Brooks
adds that not even the prettiest sonnet nor the biggest thief nor
the "easy man, who rides above them all" can "straddle" or con¬
tain or control the whirlwind. And what of that? With the intense
syllabic drum beat of "nevertheless" Brooks again strikes into the
poem the lightning of "live."
Brooks works with language like a jeweler, defining and re¬
fining words until even the dumbest hunk of language is made to
release its lasting sting and shine, its forceful brilliance. In a kind
of despairing incantation in the poem's third section, Brooks
warns, "All about are the cold places/all about are the pushmen
and jeopardy, theft — /all about are the stormers and scram¬
blers." What a fine, tense music she forces out of destruction's
children. There is such a fabulous economy, for instance, in the
word "pushmen," which calls to mind drug pushers but also peo¬
ple who subjugate others by the use of unruly force. And the
phrase "stormers and scramblers" by sound alone helps to con¬
jure the twisted winds of ever-present maelstrom.
Again, chaos, loss and theft are countered by the simple
command to "Live," but this time, accompanied by further in¬
structions. It is imperative that one move out into the chaos to
"define and/medicate the whirlwind." The interesting combina¬
tion of "define" with "medicate" incites action well beyond mere
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tranquilization of the tempest. After all, the root meaning of the
words "medicate" and "medicine" is "to heal." And to define
something, to learn its components and contents, is a way of tak¬
ing control.
In language that is honest and artful, fierce and compassion¬
ate, section four cracks open to give us a clear picture of those
who risk stepping out into the whirlwind. Here is a searingly
clear recognition of the worth of a human being who chooses to
stand up in dignity no matter what the world tries to dictate as
proper behavior. "The time/cracks into furious flower. Lifts its
face/all unashamed." The level, open voice in this section insists
that you must stand up with what you have and that is enough.
Brooks chooses the word "dignified" to modify both garbage
man and diplomat. And Big Bessie, with her aching feet, "stands
— bigly" no matter how much her feet hurt and becomes, in her
bigness, in her willingness to stand, "a moment of highest quali¬
ty." The rather passive command from section one, "Have your
blooming in the noise of the whirlwind," now, in the last section,
becomes fully active: "Conduct your blooming in the noise and
whip of the whirlwind." "Conduct" bears within it the immense
power of controlled electricity and the structured forcefulness of
music. Also, the noise of the whirlwind is now actively snapping
with the sound of the whip, which implies a much sharper sense
of injury, which implies slavery. So the imperative that began the
poem has grown much stronger at the end. The unquestionable
danger of the whirlwind necessitates fierce blooming.
It is obvious how the spiritually forceful and artistically
stunning "Second Sermon on the Warpland" grows from the sor¬
rows and losses of "In the Mecca," how both poems clearly rise
from the chaos, the racism, the devastation, the wars of the six¬
ties. Even more interesting to me is the durability of "Second
Sermon on the Warpland," how it has not only lasted but grown
more potent and powerful, how it speaks with such authority to
the end of this century.
The narrator's voice is alive, fully awake, fairly radiating the
light of her own integrity-filled blooming. This is the power of
poetry at its best. The speaker has clearly suffered the injury of
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the whirlwind herself but nevertheless, in a "Season . . . which
starts from Fear," risks an audible, unashamed arrival, "bearing
oranges and boom," risks singing the "loud" song that makes its
music in the face of loneliness and ruin and refuses to stop
singing. Not just singing the truth but living it, she commits her¬
self to a life of artful integrity and dares us to do the same.
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Michael S. Harper
SORBET (FOR GB: 6 7 97)
Morsel or ton exquisite, the power
of taste in sonics, the power of theme
endurance, the well you go to for thirst.
I wore my basque beret
in duplicate
in your honor:
standing in Atlanta
in a squad
I was asked by a Guadalupan
just back from the Sorbonne
"how much basque blood
I had";
host of tuskeegeans
backed off the microphone
as if the wizard
were approaching
with a cane
(maybe the one used on him
in new york city);
no vestryman
from St. Phillips
could approach the dais;
uptown and downtown
leaps of song synapsed
and in Chicago
nothing is trivialized:
you get down
for a pedestal at cape
and up
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into the choir
of allegiance:
this woman has carried mail
on every bad day for good;
she is our project;
for this junebug
open your screens
and bring your spoons:
elixir, essence,
all that you can take away
(bring some to get some)
homemade is the best

DOUBLE SORBET (FOR GB: 6 7 98)
This is sherbet but it is DuBoisian
with flavoring so sorrowful shenanigans
shake to meltdown and we are eating again
The palate of observation exquisite
everpresently in a prosody of lace
embroidery strengthened in homespun
patterns of speech the skipping rope
in alleyways compost on thoroughfares
commence symphonic tones of yesteryear
odors from the kitchen balm for hungers
only slightly felt in the name of bbq
sauce homemade the vinegar and salt
equations you can never solve without touch
do not eat “hold on" sorbet in GB's name
a perfect temperature woven in the corner
of the frigidaire too many morsels to eat
at one sitting the doubling overdraft
in the bank deposits one cannot save
but remembers in tintypes only she has made
an album still crisp with baccanalia
refrains of living on the edge of traintracks
north and south of the equator
she navigates in some nightrain discourse
with the other cautionary tales
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only sage can know and being 81
a tune Miles Davis played on Calumet
she is the traveler as archetypal jaguar
convivial enough as embers reach dusk
comfortable in the treeline off the ground
eating a catch mysterious and polish off
by double sorbet essences of fruit fructose
too sweet to be eaten before the meal: and saved
for edification in the logos of the race
above the veil, inside it, dawn to dusk
composed at Yaddo, 6 7 98
in honor of Gwendolyn Brooks's
birthday: 9 x 9 = 81
superlatives
and sacred names
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TRIPLE SORBET (FOR GB: 6 7 99)
Not Nero's flavor
when he ordered his runners
to bring fresh snow
topped with fruit juice & wine
not Catherine de Medici's
wedding-alliance with Henry II
her new sorbetto a rival
to literature and jewels
this is without sugar
the purees evangelical
with no concentrates
that are not molasses-black
both churn and still-freezing
without letting texture go
churn requires ice-cream maker
prepared a day early & allowed to breathe
still-freezing is handmade technique
ice-cube trays covered with foil
all will last a month
if lumpy add brazilian nuts
too grainy cover with cream
underripe spike with gin or liqueur
1 have seen soy and rice milk
fresh berries
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granola

but senagambians and negritos
agree on mango

sometimes with rice syrup

cityslickers use ripe bananas
folks from the country

plantains

for the poet laureate of Illinois
fruit-of-the-Vine Elegant Gwen scoops
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Mary Ann Sarnyn
INTERVIEW WITH ALICE
How did you fall?
I was wearing a blue pinafore.
Which was the sky.
No: which was not the sky.
Never mind.
Say: I was walking alone.
What did you think when you saw the key?
I loved the key.
How small did you become?
First: thimble, little bucket: fine.
Then: smaller.
Then: palpitation.
Then: swept away.
Then: good for nothing.
How large?
Beyond keeping,
my teeth — too much —
my hair to brush —
my arm ached.
Why did you come back?
I tumbled up.
I grew dull.
What will you be now?
Correct, adequate, against my will.
Do you have any advice for other girls?
I suppose.
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GRETEL: A CASE STUDY
i
I'm all right in a small space.
As long as I can turn around.
I'm fine inside myself —
ii
I miss the little feather bed,
which was mine,
and the white coverlet,
which was also mine.
iii
First I said please.
Then I said thank you.
iv
We had wandered
and came upon a little wish —
hint of peppermint,
hint of
— oh, I can't remember what —
But later, an ache
and we regretted —
v
The trees were not the trees we knew.
The sky was not the sky.
Birds cried cru-el, cru-el,
and pebbles talked amongst themselves.
vi
When I saw the oven,
I clapped my hands together.

Vll

Hansel is not the animal.
I am the animal.
I carry my own low growl.
Listen:

can you hear it?
No, not that.
Listen harder:
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Franz Wright
THE SPEAKER
Who worked his fingers to the ghost,
and for what
Words will be over, then: soon
he'll be silenced,
and said.
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TRANSLATION
for B
Death is nature's way
of telling you to be quiet.
Of saying it's time
to be weaned, your conflagration starved
to diamond.
I'll give you something to cry about.
And what those treetops swaying
dimly in the wind spelled.
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DYING THOUGHT NEAR THE SUMMIT
Apples have wings, true or false.
And this is just one place, one
time
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Michael Jay McClure
SUN
I used to think like this: peach tree, to peach tree, to tree. In

things —
Now in the bath he is telling me I have started he is walking
in the rooms of the house and telling other people.
It used to be that I would arrange the berries in the bath
to obscure myself visually; a floating skin of them. Now it is
clear:
I've become to myself a land of want. When I wasn't looking I
turned
completely now I've gone gold. If he did not want me to change
then how did I accomplish it? The light off me and the light off
the water
shift against the ceiling. I am a tree — no. My light branches.
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HERO IN A BOX
He never says stop; he wants you to walk in his head.
He wants you to come in his room with its four equal walls
and change the sheets. It smells awful since he died here he
says.
I live in the city. I go to work. Whatever's dynamited
or beautiful about his head I forget while I work. At my job I
separate hardwares;
I separate the nails from the screws and, while I'm there, I like
it.
When I'm there I like it but at home they're always chanting.
About how fat
the air is in summer and how when it rains it only feels like a
dripping.
And I'm Dirty the resident scullery maid. I wash the blood off
the shower.
When he comes everyone locks doors and I hold my broom.
The only thing I won't do is clean around his feet while he
weeps.
Lately, I've begun a song, begun a song, in between the shifts of
work
and cleaning I'm all you never get out because everything's the
river —
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Caitlin Scott
WHITE WATER
Charlatan, liar.
I hear it coming
in riffles, old storyteller,
gossip gone bad,
shaping secrets of shale
not the shale itself,
getting louder, angry voice
at a party, getting louder,
not the point,
too much drink, fractured
light, cut glass, facade
louder spun back
on itself, hydraulic,
words shouted over
and over, in locked
airless rooms, louder,
brighter, shine over
the ledge, gunshot
drop, the layer over
the rock, the rock
inferred. My paddle
actual. I draw and pry,
my few words in the ruckus;
dug, filled, and gone.
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SYNTAX

1.
Most household accidents,
one and one and one and missed
a corner catching the flat
of femur or fibula
gouging the soft of lower back
rattling the complicated hip
at best a long series of regular
bruises at worst if winding or if
one turning thinking metaphorically
of shadows, rocks, and desires,
most occur on stairs.

2.
About the grackles
come down hard on the lawn
restless for prey,
she, in her terry robe
from the bath come downstairs
and barefoot still to the oneeyed tabby creaking
in his numerous years
multiplied feline to human,
says nothing.

3.
Unsimultaneously next door
a parent pronounces syllables
of a child's first, middle,
and last names like bullets
shot from a wide mouth

meaning an outrage requiring
recompense.
4.
What if she or the cat or the child
were the last one not
genocide but unintentional,
not the end of the book
but a trailing off, not the whole
story, etc.
but barren, without
off-spring, genes out
of the pool, the period at the end
of a sentence, but what
a sentence (like all, or none, or few)
without one thing following one.
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Sergey Gandlevsky
"A JOURNEY. THE BUS CAREENS SHAMELESSLY..."
— To P. Movchan, outside Chernobyl
A journey. The bus careens shamelessly.
Blows up a cloud of dust — not a ride, but a torture.
Where is it going. Muddy Valley? Kresti?
Where is it from. Ravine? It doesn't matter.
My fellow travelers, a guy with a two-handled saw.
Two babushkas, a teen with a criminal smile.
An old muzhik quite well oiled
And a construction worker pretty drunk himself —
Everyone sleeping, hungover, or trashed.
In the window, a field yielding to sky. It's all here.
Right to the starlet on the windshield —
Neither dream nor real, but painfully familiar.
A passerby, leaning into wind, carries a bucket
Of berries and a bulging burlap sack.
Just like that painting by Corot,
But with more familiar details, more sorrow.
All this, native and dear in itself,
I love three times more, now that the musical score
Calls for the menacing third trumpet.
The final solo. Outside, town after town.
We should, as it's written, head for the mountains
When water grows bitter from wormwood.
But this neighborhood's a boundless plain,
Not a hill or knoll a day in any direction.
1987
(Kresti is the infamous prison in Petersburg. A muzhik historical¬
ly meant "peasant," but is slang for "man." The Corot painting
referred to here is "Gust of Wind." Finally, the poem alludes to
the Book of Revelation, 8:10-11, where wormwood [in Ukrainian,
"chernobyl"] in water is said to be one of the signs of the end of
the world. Many people took the nuclear disaster to be such a
sign.)
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"IT WAS SAD SOMEHOW, AS IF WE WEREN'T STEP BY STEP...
It was sad somehow, as if we weren't step by step
Climbing the pine-shaded path to a wind-chapped hill
And sitting side by side just above the gully —
I under the pine and you on the dry slope.
What stretched before our darkened gaze
Was hard to believe: copper horizon,
A few glades, a pine forest, some wide lakes
And, in the largest, a wooded monastery's reflection.
Before setting off on the monastery road
(Barely noticeable in the frame of unscythed grass)
We passed a good hour in the sloping glade.
Sat for quite a while, hugging our knees.
Remember the painting? Hunters leaving the woods.
Dogs pressing close to legs. Evening. February.
In the small town below, no one has any idea
The adventures we had. We enjoyed this melancholy.
But it was sad somehow, as if it all had already happened:
The glades, the lakes, and the dented rowboat.
Perhaps it had, and my light heart's forgotten.
No, it was a bitter, bitter day — but that's another story.

1976
translated by Phil Metres
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Nance Van Winckel
from BESIDE OURSELVES
Exchange
We stop. We can't enter their country
without buying their money — with ours.
Like buying vegetables at home
from a roadside booth. Noiseless
out here at the border. Pretty blue bills,
and this voiceless commerce.
Something comes and goes. A breath
in my hair. Swallow wings make a small
wind. Unto each of us: a black valise,
its solitude when the lid lifts.
Nearing town, the backwash of twilight
and slow drag of the cloud-waltz. Half
a building throws a whole shadow.
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The Party Men in the Perfumery
They've broken men's fingers to get where
they are. An easy job like this. Here
to make a last inspection and lock
the doors. But dizzy when they do. Attar of roses —
once the prime export — its aged sweetness
smacking their eyes shut. Room
to room, a hurt that hobbles them,
breathless past the cold copper vats.
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Taking It Home
A woman carrying a window
on her back. Passersby clear a path
to let her through. But no, each by each,
they aim to fall behind, to see and be seen
by the glass: sublimely kind today.
Down the street, approaching the stone bridge,
the woman's steps get slower, deeper, heavier.
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Hours of Darkness
Friends of the dead hours, the dogs
slide their tongues over the basement window.
Inside are the coal burners they want to eat,
pipe by pipe. Heat-man fallen asleep
on a table with the cards splayed out
and his fist dropped on the black prince
he could have played on the red queen.
Then the current might have sputtered on another hour
beneath the tongue-lashing of the poor, the cold, the starving.
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Annie Finch
BLUE WILLOWS
Once days blew in a pattern, when blue willows
bent where they blew, and bowls filled with birds
and plates arched out from them. They blew across cups,
and covered the stories on saucers, and then the week came.
It is morning. The days rise above me,
and my own house, and the door, the tea in the cup
that you sip from, and blue willow bridges,
till more sun leans over the backs of the chairs —
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Deborah Bogen
CROWS
He said John, immediately
the crows appeared,
not sad, I said. I'm not.
He said in case of emergency
call. A leaf fell.
We danced until two.
He said he lived over
a truck stop, said
these crows
are trouble's handprint.
I remembered Robert,
before him Michael,
room 208,
wallets on dressers,
in case of emergency
please notify.
The phone rang, black
like crows, sky seeped in,
singed, vagrant.
I don't sing, I said.
I do everything but that.
He said keep this
in a safe place, said in case
of emergency.
The crows flickered, black,
eating holes
in the windows,
a kind of notification,
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a kind of emergency.
A kind of slipping away
and the wallet lay open
on the window,
the glass emptied itself,
a stain in the back
of my throat,
a taste of wet wood.
The windows cracked,
crows flew through
making holes not in the sky,
but in the world.
I said John, I said
please notify,
there's an emergency
crows wheeled
above us, a circular saw.

Nancy Willard
THE MIGRATION OF BICYCLES
I have seen them flash among cars or lean
so low into the curved wrist of the road
to brake would kill them, yet a whole pack
will stand for hours in the rain
yoked to each other, chained to the rack
till the shops close. I have seen
them balanced on one foot, like a clam,
the front wheel turned, at ease. It waits
like a severed centaur, for lover or thief
to give it a running push, shift gears and ride
off with the Great Bear and the full moon
hooping the earth, winding the spring tide.
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NICHE WITHOUT STATUE
Somebody lived here. Stepped away. No tracks.
Open house to the air, an alcove scoured
to stucco light. No slippery foot. A shell.
This space was made for one whose shadow towered
over the common life. Light rings the bell,
steps in, leaves no tracks when she leaves,
and all night long, doesn't the sun recite
what the moon measures and the tide believes?
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]on Loomis
DEER HIT
You're seventeen and tunnel-vision drunk,
swerving your father's Fairlane wagon home
at 3:00 a.m. Two-lane road, all curves
and dips — dark woods, a stream, a patchy acre
of teazle and grass. You don't see the deer
till they turn their heads — road full of eyeballs,
small moons glowing. You crank the wheel,
stamp both feet on the brake, skid and jolt
into the ditch. Glitter and crunch of broken glass
in your lap, deer hair drifting like dust. Your chin
and shirt are soaked — one eye half-obscured
by the cocked bridge of your nose. The car
still running, its lights angled up at the trees.
You get out. The deer lies on its side.
A doe, spinning itself around
in a frantic circle, front legs scrambling,
back legs paralyzed, dead. Making a sound —
again and again this terrible bleat.
You watch for a while. It tires, lies still.
And here s what you do: pick the deer up
like a bride. Wrestle it into the back of the car —
the seat folded down. Somehow, you steer
the wagon out of the ditch and head home,
night rushing in through the broken window,
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headlight dangling, side-mirror gone.
Your nose throbs, something stabs
in your side. The deer breathing behind you,
shallow and fast. A stoplight, you're almost home
and the deer scrambles to life, its long head
appears like a ghost in the rearview mirror
and bites you, its teeth clamp down on your shoulder
and maybe you scream, you struggle and flail
till the deer, exhausted, lets go and lies down.

2
Your father's waiting up, watching tv.
He's had a few drinks and he's angry.
Christ, he says, when you let yourself in.
It's Night of the Living Dead. You tell him
some of what happened: the dark road,
the deer you couldn't avoid. Outside, he circles
the car. Jesus, he says. A long silence.
Son of a bitch, looking in. He opens the tailgate,
drags the quivering deer out by a leg.
What can you tell him — you weren't thinking,
you'd injured your head? You wanted to fix
what you'd broken — restore the beautiful body,
color of wet straw, color of oak leaves in winter.
The deer shudders and bleats in the driveway.
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Your father walks to the toolshed,
comes back lugging a concrete block.
Some things stay with you. Dumping the body
deep in the woods, like a gangster. The dent
in your nose. All your life, the trail of ruin you leave.
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INSOMNIA DENTATA
Last week I bought a dozen lily buds,
pale, clenched beaks. Three days
of slow striptease, and now they're waving
dusty penises, spritzing the room
with eau du grandma. What suckers we are
for transformation — Hale-Bopp
smudged above the Yankee Mart,
then dawn — the salt-bog's ghost-rind
of ice struck suddenly fuschia.
Mote drift in the lamplight, refrigerator hum
even the stillness won't keep still.
Four a.m., the garden upholstered
in moon-blued snow, the wind
rubbing its shaggy neck against the house.
Who can sleep? Close your eyes
and the landlord's taxidermied owl
gapes from the wardrobe, ear-tufts
molting, wings wired in mid-swoop.
Close your eyes and the universe hurtles
away from itself, our lives wobble off
on their bent wheels, relentless, without us...

HAPPINESS
Night. Crickets
winding their watches.
Summer burning out
at last, the lawn scorched,
the big catalpa slowly
stripping down to scabs.
A spider rappels
from the ceiling fan.
A chartreuse tree-frog's
glued to the screen,
haloed in moths.
The house settles
an eighth of an inch —
deep in their burrows
the fire ants rejoice.
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ROMANCE: A PARABLE
I live in a garden apartment. Upstairs, a woman I rarely see,
who keeps a huge leggy dog and a green parrot. Every day
an hour after she walks to work, the parrot calls from its cage
at the kitchen window — Dinnertime! — in the woman's throaty
alto.
Every day the dog leaps up from its rug in the bedroom,
gallops
down the hall — clawing and skidding around the turn
at the kitchen door, a lion-colored haunch bashing into the wall —
the whole house quivering. You can almost hear the dog's
confusion; almost see it snuffle the empty bowl,
sit and ponder beneath its furrowed brows before tick-ticking
back to the rug, where it sighs and falls asleep. Pleased with
itself
the parrot cackles and shrieks a while and then falls silent.
I imagine it cocking a bright, malicious eye. Outside, traffic
rumbles down the brick street. The mailman whistles on the
stoop,
stuffs a wad of catalogs through the slot. Then the parrot calls
again —
Dinnertime! Dinnertime! — the dog erupts down the hall, caroms
off the door, snuffles, click-clicks slowly back to its rug and lies
down.
Some days the parrot tricks the dog again and again. Each time
the dog forgets. Optimist, what else can she do? Pretend to
sleep?
Pretend that something lovely isn't waiting in the other room?
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Moikom Zego
CHAIRS
The chairs, the chairs,
do they have wombs?
Wooden brides, paper grooms,
meetings solemn as weddings.
The telephones, official griffins
that snarl and turn everything to stone.
The man dissolves slowly into his chair;
mixes, enters, quivers — amazing!
The pampered chair feels heavy
as the embryo is formed inside her.
Then the chair pulls the man back out,
same age, same features,
one anti-birth, completely different.
The chair's womb doubles with joy —
the father, who's also the son.

1974
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I DON'T BELIEVE IN GHOSTS
Boredom creates strange ghosts,
white fog where the buildings sway
and there's no stability or law. What happened
to the old choreography of vanishing ghosts?
Rain in Europe. Clouds on the horizon
open and close for the tragedies of the time.
Sober above Shakespeare's statue,
Romeo and Juliet have fallen out of love.
Now that I know all the legends,
I pick them up, strangely focused,
to light with a magnifying glass
the unfiltered cigarettes of my poems —
wicks of metaphors for poetic explosions
that change the core of a person to the core
of the universe. I've never believed in the ghosts
that weak-minded people weave on their looms.
I believe in life, everything I love,
the completeness of a giant stadium.
Like a soccer ball> I want to kick the planet
into the open goal of the future.
Often I can't sleep at night,
but you need to know I never sleepwalk.
I stretch out my arms like two streets,
blood moving through as in the metro.
And sometimes I'm an extraordinary optimist,
though the cancer of bureaucrats tortures me.
It's more difficult to leave
than to take gloves off icy hands.
1970
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INTIMATE
I'm walking around the city
in love, my reflection
in pharmacy windows
like Eve's snake.
You and I move quickly,
searching for each other —
clock hands coming together
on the same number.
A bird flying
on small shafts
of sunlight suddenly
penetrates us both.
If I hadn't found you
I'd have had a hard time
with the phone book —
unsolvable algebra.
I wouldn't have hung up.
I'd have stood frozen in silence,
a voice without words —
a street without traffic.
But I did find you.
It's understandable,
the snake in my body
along all these sidewalks —
because I don't read the signs
and billboards in this city,
just the lit letters
of your name.
1971
translated by Wayne Miller,
Aaron Page, and the author
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Allison Funk
FLORESCENCE
Not to be confused with fluorescence,
though most of us know flowers
that seem to emit their own light —
the hot orange stars of the tiger lily.
Or the dogwood filling with creamy blooms:
a child's globe
that snows when shaken.
Even the blue flame of the iris.
In its depths, the ashes of another world.
Words, the names for things we should remember...
and people, too, it's amazing
how, at times, they trade places
as they did for the man who called his first wife
when the child of his second marriage was born.
Rushing from the delivery room
to the nearest phone, the first call he makes
he makes to her: It's a boy.
And for the oddest moment it is theirs,
for what's imprinted within are the births
of his other children, and with this one call
he brings the woman who left him
back into the room in which they labored together,
their first son so turned in the womb he wouldn't descend
into the polar glare without forceps
and a physician who'd never had a child of her own,
but who understood, she said, a woman's pain.
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How the man loves himself endlessly,
the woman would think later on,
how he stamps the soft metal
of every experience with his own image,
unchanged over the years.
And she, thin enough to be a single taper,
but burning like a candelabrum
shedding light enough for everyone —
perhaps she didn't love herself enough,
but I'm no more sure of this
than I am of the cousins of Queen Anne's Lace.
Put me down in damp meadows
and I can't tell the pretty umbrellas apart —
the tiny white flowers of parsnip
looking so like poison hemlock.
One medicinal.
The common name of the other
like some awful secret wish that man might have had
all his life: Mother die.
When she put the phone down she wondered
how long she could go on hating him.
Sometimes it becomes such a blur,
one feeling overlapping another,
the fields, whether we notice or not,
flowering.
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ANOTHER VERSION
Fugitive silver she'd called the strands she'd traced
throughout his mass of darker hair. It hurt
to think how like her under ground the plants
had spun their own fine webs. Resolved, she checked
the hour: already one a.m. So little
time, she reminded herself, knelt down in the dirt,
began, then, damn him, stopped again. Oh this
was her failing, how she could imagine
the beets already swelling, a world from the seed
of a word. No longer being alone. That
she would concede was her fault. Only that.
And what if someone chanced to see her now?
A stranger walking by along the road
would take her for a woman weeding late —
that's all, she thought, all, all the time
I'm breaking, can't anyone hear my heart?
At that, she snapped a plant off stem and bud
to fling away. Another. Pepper, stalks
of corn. Raked spinach out in handfuls. Crushed
it underfoot. What when the sun rose would
he say to the ruin? Couldn't know — alone —
far from here by morning — she could only
imagine the look she'd carry like a cameo
inside. Opening to his face long after
this night. She'd leave her lover a keepsake, too,
a tale to tell to bookish friends of his.
A version, they'll think, of one they've known
all along. This garden he'd remember her by.
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Catherine Sasanov
AT THE RESTORATION OF MASACCIO'S FRESCO
"THE EXPULSION OF ADAM AND EVE"

—

Brancacci Chapel, Florence

Who'd have thought they were walking into light
if it weren't for the darkness
dragging from their heels?
Who'd have thought that the angel would be baring his teeth?

The smoke from five
centuries of other people's prayers
rose up and clotted inside Eve's mouth.
The thick, sticking darkness
thrown off by burnt prayer
finally scraped from her lips, freeing her tongue.
So it's her screams that we hear again all over this city.

Hers is the grief that bears being stared at
fifteen minutes and thirty
faces at a time.
This is the chapel where no one can pray
for knowing what damage
praying has done.

Even Adam's hands lift towards heaven only to cover his face.

There s no word we can send them that won't be erased.
The restorer won't let them
look away from their grief, won't let them
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look at the language
scratched in at their feet,
graffiti scratched into the clear blue sky.
A language sharpened to splinters and as painful to catch on.

Look at the two of them: Fresh
out of paradise, but still trusting each noun
to stick to its animal. And all of us shedding
our names at their feet. Names we free
from our lips, just to hold them
in our hands,
just to leave them for trash outside Eden.
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ANCHORESS
I was born tenth:
a tithe
belonging to God. My family
taught me to read only
to put words in my mouth —
this psalter, my script.
They gave me a funeral
so I'd think I was dead.
But I live
fixed to the side of a monastery wall,
sealed alone in a room
where the word of God
reeks of the animal
I bind it to —
a whole herd of sheep
slaughtered down to blank pages.
Somewhere upstairs,
a monk maps heaven out
on a remnant of flesh.
Somewhere upstairs,
there's a library in chains.
Books chained to a shelf
with no subject but God.
For the rest of my life
I will copy His word:
pen in one hand,
knife in the other.
All mistakes rectified
on the edge of its blade.
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Carol Henrie
IS THIS MUSIC?

I
Mary Arden's farm.
No man
desired her.
I saw the hawk's sherry eye
shrink when the hood
was lifted.
Against all instinct
tamed
to carry hot blood to his hand,
to yield until the jess
is tied, the hood
slipped down. Then
the limp mouse
in her dark
house.
II
Knots of string cut the heartline.
Monday. Beet
greens and mushrooms
swell the net. Water
chimes the steel sink, the high range
where women sing.
Buff smooth crowns
in your palm, drain each head
on the block.
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Steel on coarse steel
— cricket scrape — the edge.
Is this music?
Slice the stoic brows. Anne Boleyn.
Lady Jane Gray. A blade mirrors
what it severs.
III
May-bloom
complicates the garden.
Umbrellas frill and collapse
with sour exhalations.
Rain scribbles the post box, a red bus
eddies the lane.
Walk in rain effaced.
Water is poor ink, the ink
of women zuith string
bags on Monday morning.
A fist of pence turning cabbage leaves,
histories in crabbed script.
Consolation gleaned
from light, stripped to the bone
all night.
IV
Frost bites the roses. Cold
unfolds, laburnum-pierced,
lit with chestnut candles.
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Scribbled on roof slates,
a blackbird's
evensong. Ask the manx cat
what difference a tail makes.
Tag of wagging flesh. Can it
tether a greater brain?
The circling, restless
planets of ambition? She answers
with a rabbit hop, with
the mute
rasp tongue
of a cat.
V
Why do we scrub?
The good dirt yields ivory
mushrooms, ruby beets,
these hatches into cramped rooms
cellaring the lacework
script of linen
cupboard walls.
A purple pencil
women sharpened before The War,
paring over the coal bucket,
nub of poetry.
Hands water cold. Breath
caught like honey in cells,
the intricate blackbird.
Is this the room with a lock?
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AN ACCIDENT
All winter she'd tug me from sleep — my cough
kept them awake — for a bitter dose
from the SP remedy's colorless flask. Its label
embossed the glass. That night
she poised a soup spoon on my lip
and tipped the liniment. A streetlight
pierced the kitchen window, tracked the carpet roses
and struck with a blue star the anodized bowl.
Rumpled in an outgrown nightie
I shivered in shame while starched nurses
tapped the prominent skull and crossbones.
An officer whose gun swayed in its holster
leaned forward and my calm father squared his palms,
ominously invocational. Fire circled the clock. When
the murmurs ebbed — Give sister my Nancy Drews!
Over fingertips he scowled Don't be so stupid.
The chastening force of mercy! Its snowy salve —
frost-buckled canvas, a vise to pry courage from teeth.
A tube slid the fiery path until the inverted
bottle bubbled empty, a knot knocking ribs. A strap
froze my gaze on tangled pipes — thorny
capped-off conduits of careful. Of good. From now on.
How they climbed the khaki wall like roses
shorn of roses.
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Lance Larsen
LEGION
Imps of my childhood, left-handed guardians,
come back. You who led me each day
through a labyrinth of alleys and lunch lines,
dog crap and taboo, you who recorded
knock-knock jokes, state capitals, and the times
tables of lust in the same flesh, return. I'm two
car payments and enough exit ramps of boredom
past 35, to abhor respectable aging. Where
is the body I put on each morning, gamy
and bristling, skin itchy with not knowing?
Bluster me forward. Saint Five Finger Discount.
Shortcut me home. Saint of Fattened Tick
under my Arm and Hallelujah. I'm willing
to read the guts of each squirrel I deadeyed
from my window, to let bloody robin feathers
settle in my hair. Rescue me like a botched
science project, let a folded gum wrapper
and pee complete the circuit and light
the bulb. Saint of Lost Sundays, show me
again how to ride cheap perfume and graceless
hymns, how to follow the breath back
into the mouth and be swallowed like a scab
of bread. Saint Why Not? Saint Says Who?
Saint Gravestone Seance under the Porcupine
Tree — I'm waiting for crawling and disdain
and a leap year holiday involving amputation.
Settle on nothing, but bring enough praying
mantises to nibble me clean. How many
magpies and bridges per cough? How many
caves in the sky? How long till you whisper
my name and I happily fall out of this face?
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GOOD FRIDAY

San Bernardo, Chile
First a wavery premonition, then their snouts
breaking through haze, finally a rumble
of shank and muscled fat. Was it patience
that filled their pig eyes? Awe that filled me?
Down the street they came, through a veil
of fog and taboo. Smartly hooved, faces
lifted, as if being unclean also made them saintly.
Seven of them, which I, on my way to buy
bread, had divided. Seven days, seven venial sins,
seven sacred holes in this unholy face, seven
times seventy the times I must wash in ashes
and kiss the gristle of this sweet dying earth,
seven heavens watching. And they trotted,
my tallness less to them than a pillar of salt.
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Elizabeth Gold
MUSIC OF CHOPIN
Our food is as good, as music of Chopin.
— menu from Polish coffee shop
Mazurka, little fragment
of the dance, press
of the palm upon the waist,
a lock of hair slipped
in an envelope.
The food we serve is as good
as this. Can you hear it, or aren't you
listening? The doors pried
apart, crackle
of crinolines, all those girls
whispering as the music starts.
It's got to go somewhere,
it can't just vanish, leaving
no aftertaste. Say
this is a ballroom,
and the waiters like lovesick
swains are whirling round
the bigos, kielbasa,
borscht, blush dark as
violets. It's in you now:
the first vibrato of
the piano, the curtsey,
the bow, shiver
of a bow upon the strings.

RECOVERY
I like to think of Frenchy after the shot
when she sags in Destry's arms and rubs
lips of paint to give at last her true
bare mouth to kiss. A cry
of cut, the klieg lights out, this must be
the afterlife to Frenchy: the uncoil
out of her own dead weight to become
Marlene Dietrich. Stripping the froufrou
off. Sitting in the movie canteen drinking
coffee black. Doing a crossword puzzle.
In the dim saloon she imagined this.
The palm trees, the seep of heat
into her throat, the clue she'll finally get
only as Marlene dies, hooks
and eyes herself back into the skin
of Frenchy. All those reincarnations:
the flirt, the song, the bullet
in the chest, the strain to rise
once more, mouth scrubbed
raw by the hundredth take.
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Betsi/ Shell
THE BIRD SUIT
I'm thinking of a bird suit. Maybe a cross
between Big Bird and some Vegas can-can
number with sequins — not exactly like
the movie I've been ditching classes
to watch all week, but a start.
Still shots of dying Indians,
the camera like the last stage, after
forced marches and disease, everyone
nostalgic now that it's over, ending
with turn-of-the century footage,
a gray flickering Pacific Northwest:
Long boats lurching toward shore, dancers
in the prow turn great beaked heads
side to side, fan their enormous wings,
flushing the inside out. Each afternoon
I step from that into the fading light,
asking. What's a PhD, compared to
those frayed quills and split seams, those masks
smelling of seaweed, pine pitch, old breath?
What a shock, my smug dean leaning
against his mantel, offering Dryden
or Pope — pick one — for my dissertation.
I'll take ratty wings strapped with cracked leather,
heavy as barbells to budge. Hawk, harpy —
anything but little sparrow pecking
her dutiful crumbs. All week I watch
those boats lurch across the bay, birds
beating their heavy wings, fierce totem beaks,
knees bent for ballast, as rowers gouge
the choppy seas. Drums faster and faster.
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the potlatch host on shore watches them loom.
Then he's giving away everything he owns,
blankets and bowls, down to the bare walls,
and I'm flipping the dean's tie in his face,
striding along the hall, heading back
to replay the part that comes after
the boats scrape through pebbles, reentering
the hiss and spray of waves, potlatch host
on shore, cleaned out, empty-handed, nothing
he owns left to own him, no letters
after his name, the birds making off
with his bright future, and nothing
to turn him from those boats disappearing
into the gray, uncrushable surf,
its flickering black and white grain.
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BECAUSE WE IMAGINE A JOURNEY
and don't know how difficult the passage,
we leave gifts to help the dead cross over:
my teacher's black beret tucked in her coffin,
my nephew's notebooks, in case he needs
to recall how long he resisted the demons,
and for the small child freshly buried —
each time I walk the dog there's something new,
another mound of flowers, a stuffed rabbit,
ceramic angel, two pinwheels, photo
of her mother wrapped in plastic and tape,
as if someone whispered, Fly, little soul,
back here, and hover. All summer
that someone's been pleading,
the way I think now I must have been,
in September, making the minister open
cupboards and desks for something to hold
a few granules of my mother.
But when he poured the rest of her out
in the churchyard, under a cross made of shrubs,
with the family gathered, I felt like
a child frantically grabbing her skirt,
and it seemed wrong to hold anything back
from the journey, even a part so small
it fit in a brown plastic pill bottle.
No wonder the bagpiper practices here
his eerie songs — so unearthly they could be
wails made by souls force-marched off, and loath
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to go, bunched up like crowds at a border,
great ghostly hordes that pick up the tune
when the piper stops, gusts driving a throng
of leaves skittering uphill. Such a huge wind
it surges through trees, bends them nearly in two,
and as if to linger in the tumult longer
an elderly couple walks backward
up an incline, hand-in-hand, as I head down,
pulled by my dog who stops to sniff the air,
then shakes his tags and lunges forward
in the joy of his short exuberant life.
Watching ducks skid into the pond,
materializing from all directions,
raucous and comic, around a man's
magnetic bag of crumbs, I can't help thinking
it's possible there is no death after all,
just a thin veil between one life and another,
lifting sometimes in a wail, or wind, an eddy
of leaves wrapping itself around the legs
of a grieving mother, or telling a child
it's all right, it's all right now, to let go.
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Samior Csoori
REMEMBERING NOVEMBER 1956
It was fall, fall for days, weeks,
maybe years: police squad fall.
On street corners the wind forced
every homelessly wandering tree
leaf and helmeted chestnut
to prove their identity.
And the wind checked mine, too,
while I shivered with cold
in a light, spring overcoat
near Boraros Square, like a blanketed
frost-bitten fugitive in the borderland.
I was weaponless,
no flag,
no knife,
not even an informing monument-fragment,
but the names and faces
of revolutionaries executed
outside Marie Therese Barracks
were hidden beneath my skin.
Someone only had to yell
from high above: Stop! Who goes there?
and with what funereal leaflets
are you walking about in this ruined city?
Maybe one marksman-finger aimed at me
would have been enough.
Enough, enough, and I would have confessed
right then that I looked just
like every wanted corpse
of the martyr-country,
and in vain I would have left
for the North or the South:
but there's no way out of myself.
There's no way, nowhere,
even in the poems
muddy tanks and undermined
scabious rose-gardens block my path.
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It's as if cellophane-wings
were crackling in the wind
and razor blades crunching
under boots.
Who forgot then to scream
at me in that autumn?
Who failed to bring
my foretold death within reach?
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WIDOWS DANCED
What an era ours was!
What a century! Widows
flat-chested as jackdaws
and fat as kneaded bread
danced together with sad smiles
to the blaring music of the balls.
The kettledrum's cymbal
now and then tilted
behind them like a full moon
drifting above military cemeteries.
No one wailed anymore in the rooms,
the lights just went out a few times.
The widows kept dancing anyway,
they danced in the dark,
they danced in their worn sandals
and shoes,
the waxed floor moaning spasmodically under them,
moaning the way, in a weedy ditch,
a man shot in the stomach might.
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EPILOGUE OF THE DEAD MAN
Thank you, gentlemen, for my quiet burial.
Thank you, thank you.
We did without the priest,
the bell-peal,
the rheumy sublimity.
We did without the scandal.
Though maybe first degree murder
was a bit premature,
for the big toe on my foot would have gone,
even today, to God's party, but
it's no big deal: in this age
of noisy mass murders
the occasional hasty roadside slaughter
almost reassures.
It's uplifting, of course, that geniuses buried me:
full-templed and full-lived geniuses.
Behind them is every cathedral of Europe,
every library,
bile,
every breath
of the philosophers who chiseled
the diamonds and skies into such refinement.
Their words made the funeral parlor's rooftiles
sparkle,
and the crops of the pigeons ordered
to the wake swelled with pride to twice their size.
Wonderful, wonderful, I would have replied
to their parceled sentences, too,
for hadn't we been sliding
from the year of falcons
into the year of caterpillars —
but stuck to the ground

no

I could think only
of hairy creatures marching like accordions folding,
unfolding,
which would swarm the industrious leaves of the trees
and feast on them.
My apologies, for this
coarse epilogue.
I'm not even muttering it to you,
gentlemen, but to myself.
If it weren't for these few tree-knots
and stones breaking my side. I'd be
silent as a grave. Along
with filleted pigs
and Wagner's mountable swan.
translated by Len Roberts and Maria Szende
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Carl Phillips
TETHER

I.
Small release —
Bird, risen, flown —

I woke,
all but weightless.
Himself, the weight — exactly — of eclipse.
II.
If the tree looked like insisting upon falling.

I'd let it fall.
Should you use force, and the forcing
give your skin a red cast as of light to
a night sky,
by which to know there
lies, somewhere,
a towndom.

I'll find the town; enter.
A piece of the wall,
a tower,
refused for a time
fire, and then burned?

Raise a glass. Grave a stone to it.
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Ill

Darkest room —
from lightlessness
how slow, homing back —
what required?
when expect to?
As across a distance, like the one between
this space
and that of God,
no measuring
touches,
quite,
except it fail —
*

Now he is standing over me
And now I have lain my body on his own
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SEASCAPE
As before:
green of soon;
that blue I call meanwhile,
across which
routinely there is a pleasure in
pure — briefly — craft, and then
not one,
the sails getting smaller,
smaller too the men manning them, until
gone, a kind
of death,
by horizon,
death being — to the fact of an ending —
less submission than
an allegiance.
(In this instance.)
Against which
the body, faithless by instinct, naturally
will rail, but this railing against
— name forgiveable,
it has finally no weight.

If you ask
me, allegiance, though not
the same as, is like
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fidelity, which has in common with
the other virtues that
it, also, is difficult to prize unabstractly —
The sea itself
isn't asking —
Itself, at all times, the subject.
To turn back now would (it
never says) be
mistake.
Not ghost, nor sleep;
a song I could once believe birds — asleep, ghosting — make.
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Sandra McPherson
GHAZAL
for my students
A killdeer cries at night. Circular cries while flying. They say the
kindly Dalai Lama's voice is gruff. That he touches heads of peo¬
ple in a queue for seven hours at a time. Two or three special
things can be said of anything and anybody. Of cat-beings, also,
there are virtues: they reach out an arm, they cry up. Sparky
hoarsely, with a tithe of a voice. I see the poets begging, and not
with a bowl of song: begging with an empty bowl of fame. Do
they not know winter's complete, available gray? Birch wands
wax a stripped yellow, broken eggshell, weed-ivory, field-of-cornhusk. The frozen groundflowers' leaves lapse over to show their
coin-silver lining. Don't be personally famous. When you pray,
get down on a million knees.
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LAST OCTOBER
We took flashlights among the dead white birds and to the white
terrain of their droppings. The webs of spiders seemed mild. The
handheld light beam works like a feather, so there was a sense of
oversize flurry as we walked back through the warehouse.
Haunting colors, the browns, grays, darks, and straight leaks of
day like ruled lines in early geometric abstract paintings. I
brought home a watercolor the other day by a woman who laid a
tile floor in her sunroom to look like waterlilies and a pool. She
finished it and two days later died. Her painting partner said
they painted the sheep outside a barn together from a photo¬
graph. "Genevieve liked pink," she said. I'd picked up the scene
for the pastels in the barn. On the dawn way to Galt, fog up to the
knees, to the backbones, of cattle. Then the sun comes up, takes
the fog in its mouth.
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PRINCIPLES
"Temporary Models" for the Donkey went out to animators —
with injunctions: "Note ragged hairline and mane," and "Always
carry a doleful expression on faces unless extremes call for the
contrary." It is a secret: "Basically, Mickey is still a pear-shaped
character." His "ears are not circles." His arms "slide off the shoul¬
ders." Keep his "hands fairly large and full." "There is a feeling
of flatness" enters a life, or it's just a detail of Mickey's sniffer.
Being: a composition of expressive principles. Myth: the same.
Real work is making the Goof slouch, and one eyelid slightly
slouchier than the other and the little round tum-tum not global
but like a paint blister on the sunny side of a house. No shadow
on the flirty dog unless she's very close. She bats an eye.
My cartoon of principles: a flat valley, a bulbous hill — a princi¬
pled place. A tree of will, a creek of change. And the good sense,
& senses, to recognize it as one's home. An animal haven with be¬
ings bright-eyed, tickled pink, fired up, propelled. I'll be caught
talking to my tenets and codes, golden rules of thumb, for I lived
so long in silence, in a numb humor, in the unprincipled.
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AT JOHN'S
Watching Walter at John's Barber Shop, I decided I couldn't bear
my snaggy weight of hair. Of the three barbers, the woman would
do a woman. Terry sprayed a mist unlike any exact flower at my
head and said she liked the color. That's my real color. I know,
she said. My mother's long white hair, I began, when I first met
her.... She interrupts. Are you adopted? She is. Wonders if she
should not meet her father. But that isn't her story — she said she
got pregnant out of wedlock. I did too. She arranged an adoption
through her family doctor. Later she searched for her son. They
told her of his suicide when he was twenty. I wasn't in any room
or any chair. I was entering her eyes as a plane flies into a vast
cloud and sees no other realm. Her face became a hard-earned
gem place with no hinged welcome, and some call that glorious.
We suffer when we have preferences, when we prefer that life not
be like that. A mineral has made a decision, no, taken a step, no,
gotten old, no, been oppressed, I should think so, thought blue,
thought clear, let it proceed. I can't remember who I've been with
in caves because a cave is a crystal place and you wear your
warm things there. Concentrate on what's for the best. Feathers
and wool.... I once had a coat made of bat wings. A slicker. If you
see bats without their own glove hide on, you see they are deli¬
cate hands. Five fingers' bones are what a bat wing is. A bat is a
small body piloted by two enormous hands. By gloves. Dusk is
their time of wonder. And if we must have war, rubble, fires,
there is lots of room to fly over our desolation.
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eighteen symposia,
Poets Reading
is a thoughtful
exploration of the
poetic legacy of this
century.
Essays on:
Emily Dickinson,
Gerard Manley Hopkins,
Wallace Stevens,
iam Carlos Williams,
Ezra Pound,
Marianne Moore,
Anna Akhmatova,
Almost every year
since 1979, FIELD magazine has
celebrated the work of a major
modern poet in a unique symposium:
a number of current poets are invited
to choose favorite poems by the featured
poet and explore them in short essays.
The results have become one of the
most popular features of the magazine:
passionate, insightful, and often provoca¬
tive, the FIELD symposia reassert poetry
as a living art, charged with immediacy
and excitement.

Osip Mandelstam,
Eugenio Montale,
Robert Francis,
Pablo Neruda,
Theodore Roethke,
Elizabeth Bishop,
Robert Hayden,
Randall Jarrell,
William Stafford,
Miroslav Holub
and W S. Merwin.

Paper $25.00 ISBN 0-932440-84-3
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M

arcia Southwick's third collection is, among
other things, a remarkable mirror of our

place and time. With unrelenting curiosity and
brio, she reflects our materialistic, shopping-ob¬
sessed, informationally-exploding, and deeply
confused culture right back at us, showing us the
world we live in with unflinching honesty and
compassionate affection.

A SATURDAY NIGHT
AT THE FLYING DOG
And Other Poems

Southwick

“Southwick's poems are funny and touching, sparked by her gift for
expression and her expert use of collage and mimicry, but they
are also memorable in their cjuest to see us all, ultimately, in terms of our
spiritual searches and our deeper needs. If we are lost souls, Southwick shows
us how hilarious our dilemmas can be and how, here at the end
of the century, we flail around attempting to deal with them.
This is a book to treasure, read aloud from, and share with friends. "

—David Young
Paper $13.95 ISBN: 0-932440-85-1
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